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Introduction

Introduction
Direct farm marketing connects farmers with their
customers. It’s a fascinating segment of farming that
involves creativity, customer relations, hard work,
risk taking and being distinct. Each farm is unique
– from the personality of the people who operate it,
to the history, family situation, location, products
and services. Every farm has its own story to tell –
a story that consumers are increasingly interested in
learning as part of their experience of buying food.
This resource guide includes a series of case studies
that covers a small portion of the lessons to be learned
in direct farm marketing. The cases reflect the
uniqueness and entrepreneurial spirit of the farmers
who agreed to share their experiences.
Each case focuses on a particular aspect of direct
marketing, and is not intended to offer specific
recommendations for establishing a successful direct
marketing operation. The case studies provide insight
into gauging opportunities, dealing with threats in the
market and factors to consider in making decisions.
Most cases address more than one marketing channel
and more than one issue or challenge.

Technical requirements (such as detailed costing
analyses) are also highlighted to demonstrate the
attention to detail required for a successful operation.
Each case study covers the following areas:
• operation overview – location, type of operation,
overall objectives and goals
• key decision problem(s)/key issue(s) and
solutions
• analysis – presenting results of performance
analysis, where applicable
• successes and challenges in direct farm
marketing
• the entrepreneur’s perspective – what the
farmer thinks is the essence of the case
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Summary

Summary of Direct Farm Marketing
Best Practices
The following section provides an overview of the
key insights from direct farm marketing case studies
and additional interviews with farmers. The best
practices are organized around nine themes.
1. Value your local business network

Each theme includes an overview of the best practice
and several actions or activities to achieve the desired
outcome. Successfully implementing these best practices
depends on many factors. Assess the uniqueness of
each of your direct farm marketing operations and
decide if the recommended practices are appropriate.

2. Stay connected with your customers
3. Offer value-added services that are valued
by customers and cost effective
4. Create synergies between marketing channels
5. Engage in regular planning and performance
analysis
6. Focus on location, location, location
7. Create a unique brand
8. Develop effective human resources (HR)
practices
9. Create work/life balance
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1. Value Your Local
Business Network
Direct farm marketing and local food involves
independent entrepreneurs working at the local
level to improve the livelihoods of people in their
community. Establishing good working relationships
and collaborations with local businesses opens up
tremendous opportunities for saving on costs, reaching
more people and creating a sense of community.
The following practices can help grow your local
business network.

Establish Marketing Collaborations
Look for ways to collaborate on marketing – at on-farm
markets, on-farm and off-farm events – with other
farms or businesses that will benefit both. Two farms
could offer products in the other’s marketing outlet or
include the other in advertising. Complementing your
product offering with a local colleague can strengthen
the attractiveness of both products and open new
marketing channels.
Get involved with regional publications, such as local
food maps, and look at joint advertising to reach a
larger audience at a lower cost. Provide customers
with information about your local business network.
Train staff to offer ideas for additional services and
suggestions in the area – local restaurants, shops or
accommodations. Using your business network for
referrals can build your customer base.

Summary

Sell Complementary Products
not Competing Products
When selling someone else’s products, ensure the
products complement your product line, rather
than offer a substitute. Avoid offering products that
directly compete with yours for the same budget the
customer has set aside for a product.

Be Clear With Advertising
When advertising complementary products at your
location, clearly differentiate between your products
and complementary products to avoid any confusion
by customers about what you produce and what makes
your operation unique.

Connect With Local Media
Media exposure will bring more potential business
to your farm. Get to know local media (radio and
newspapers) and use social media to tell the unique
story of your operation and your products. Refer to
The Power of Social Media infosheet for more
information.
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2. Stay Connected With
Your Customers
Consumers choose to buy their food directly from a
farmer for many reasons. They like the quality of the
products and the atmosphere of the farm, and also
enjoy a warmer, more intimate shopping experience
with the opportunity to interact with the producer.
This whole experience sets direct marketing apart
from wholesale or large retail channels, and creates
an opportunity for farmers to strengthen their
connection with consumers through communication.
The following practices can help you stay connected
with your customers.

Build a Customer Database
Establish and maintain a customer database that
includes as much information as possible – contact
information, what customers typically buy, how
often they come to your farm/stall, and how much
they spend. An up-to-date database offers a direct
line of communication with customers, and allows
for targeted information tailored to their needs.

Use Social Media
Connect with customers using social media, sharing
day-to-day life and helping them get to know you
and your product before they visit the farm. Social
media can make the personal on-farm experience
more meaningful because you’ve already established
a connection. Refer to The Power of Social Media
infosheet for more information.

Summary

Educate Your Customers
Use ongoing, two-way communication to educate
customers about farming, food preparation or the
nutritional value of your product. Providing
information about how to prepare your products,
and explaining the seasonality of supply, can increase
customer confidence and loyalty to your products.
This information can also be provided in one-way
communication, via email.

Listen to Your Customers
Your staff hear a lot of comments from customers
every day – good and bad. This can include suggestions
for product offerings that are not currently available.
Ask staff to make notes of these comments; they can
help you make wiser business decisions based on what
customers are looking for.

Use Surveys to Learn More
Knowing more about your customers – who they
are and what they are interested in – can help tailor
product and service offers. Conduct customer surveys
or interviews to gather information about customer
demographics, shopping habits and gauge if their
needs are being met. For example, if customers want
to know how to garden, offering unique workshops
can help them become more confident in their abilities
and lead to more product purchases.
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3. Offer Value-Added
Services that are Valued
by Your Customers and
are Cost Effective
Although the shopping experience is a key factor that
attracts consumers to direct marketing outlets, the
value does not stop at your core business/product
offerings. Any services provided to increase customer
value are equally important in enhancing the shopping
experience for the consumer. The following practices
can offer value added services.

Offer More than Products
Provide customers with something extra to take
home, such as recipes. A “take-away” promotes your
product, and sends customers home with an extra
piece of your operation and personality. Recipes show
customers new ways to use and prepare the product
linking the farm with a home experience. Customers
will remember that experience and associate it with
added value from your product.

Summary

Suggest Other Local Attractions
Keep customers coming back to your farm, and the
local area, by suggesting other destinations to visit.
This approach will support local business, help visitors
make a day trip out of their on-farm experience, and
encourage them to tell others about the experience.

Hold Special Events
Consider organizing on-farm or off-farm events –
sale events, workshops, open houses – to get people
to the farm and enhance their overall experience.
Inviting vendors to the farm, or local music or
education seminars, give customers an opportunity
to explore, learn and purchase.

Build Infrastructure
Weather is perhaps the largest factor to contend
with for value-added activities on your farm. Invest
in a multi-purpose shelter, such as a low-cost pavilion,
to reduce weather dependency and keep customers
coming even in bad or unpredictable weather
conditions.

Provide Nutritional Information
Consumers are interested in health and nutritional
information. Providing this information about your
products demonstrates that you care about the
well-being of your customers and builds their trust
in you, your product and your farm.
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4. Create Synergies between
Marketing Channels
In most cases, farmers offer their products through
more than one channel i.e. farmers’ market, on-farm
market, website, etc. These channels are usually not
entirely separate from one another. While it gets
more difficult to co-ordinate an increasing number
of outlets, there are synergies to look for that can
reduce cost, increase revenue or increase marketing
effectiveness. The following practices can help create
synergies between your marketing channels.

Use Events to Promote Products
Events and agri-tourism can help promote product
sales. When people attend an on-farm event, it’s the
perfect selling opportunity to be sure they leave with
product in hand.

Summary

Manage Supply Fluctuations
Use other marketing channels to help manage supply
fluctuations. Collaborating with other enterprises
will help leverage your existing channels to better
manage supply. Customers in one channel may also
be willing to pay more for the same product than
customers in another channel. If product supply is
less than expected, direct it to the channel with the
highest margin.

Manage Demand Fluctuations
Weekly demand is one of the hardest things to predict,
for example at farmers’ markets. Use excess supply
in another channel to manage demand fluctuations.
For example, excess product could be used for further
processing in baked goods that can then be sold.
And marketing returned produce (on-farm or off-farm)
through an outlet with more regular sales can provide
a value-added buffer.

Prioritize Marketing Channels
Know which marketing channels are income earners.
Prioritizing marketing channel efforts will help
increase your income by focusing first on channels
with higher margins.

Reduce Weather Dependency
Offering customers multiple activities on the farm
helps make your operation less vulnerable to poor
weather. This is particularly important when the
majority of activities take place outside. For example,
combine on-farm sales with other agri-tourism
activities such as wagon rides, pumpkin picking,
birthday parties and corporate team-building events.
An on-farm store or bakery can help offset lost sales
in poor weather.
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5. Engage in Regular
Planning and Performance
Analysis
Planning and monitoring are keys to a successful
business venture. If you don’t know where you want
your business to be headed, it will be difficult to tell
whether you should be satisfied with the performance.
If you know that you are on the right track, you can
you identify problems and take corrective action
effectively. The following practices can help to plan
and monitor your business performance.

Start with a Long-Term Perspective
Take a long look at your operation to know your
income targets and the growth strategies that follow
them. Understanding these targets will help evaluate
direct marketing performance. Identifying deviations
from targets will trigger a discussion on the causes
and consequences, and direct the search for improved
decision-making.

Summary

Know Your Gross Margin
Start simple by knowing your gross margin – per unit
sales price minus costs. Gross margin provides a
measure of how well (or even if) your sales and pricing
model covers the costs of production. This information
is important for many marketing and product-related
decisions. To calculate gross margin, you need to know
the production, labour and overhead costs for each
marketing channel, and ideally, each product. Here are
two examples of gross margin calculations:
• Per unit sales price of $3.00 minus cost
of production of $2.50 equals +$0.50 gross
margin per unit
• Per unit sales price of $3.00 minus cost
of production of $3.25 equals -$0.25 gross
margin per unit

Keep Accurate Records
Keep records with sufficient levels of detail and precision
to accurately determine if you are on the right track,
and identify market channels or products that are not
performing as expected. Tracking what you sell, for how
much and to whom, will provide a better understanding
of customers and what and when they are buying.
This information is useful for production planning and
to help minimize wasted product. Detailed records
allow for more accurate and in-depth analysis in the
future. Including product level details will help with
effective pricing and product line decisions.
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Summary

Value Your Time

Assess Performance

You are the greatest asset to your operation. Place a
value on your time to determine accurate marketing
costs and margins. Including the cost of your labour
provides a true financial assessment of business
performance.

Assess the performance of all on-farm and off-farm
sales and events. Look at the foot traffic the event
brought to the farm, sales generated and product
purchased. It may be sufficient, at times, to generate
more traffic than an average sales day, but a cost-benefit
analysis can determine if the event was a success and
is worth doing again. A detailed, product-by-product
margin analysis can uncover under-performing or
under-priced products, and highlight opportunities to
increase marketing efforts on high-margin products.

Set Objectives
Set SMART goals or objectives – Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound.
Be realistic when setting business goals, and base
them on concrete, factual information – previous
sales, weather patterns, customer preferences, etc.
SMART goals are important to the planning process
and can result in measurable successes.

Know Your Product Margins
Use margin analysis to help with pricing decisions
and marketing efforts. Knowing the margins for
each product (or product category) helps fine tune
pricing to generate higher income. Be sure this
practice is in line with your business philosophy –
the extra effort in data collection shouldn’t exceed
the additional benefit you get from the information.
Refer to How to Take the Guesswork Out of Pricing
infosheet for more information.
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6. Focus on Location,
Location, Location
To differentiate your business, communicate the
unique aspects of your retail location and experience
to current and future customers. The marketing
location includes all spots where purchases take place
and is not limited to an on-farm store. You create the
selling location for the customers whether at a farmers’
market, roadside stand, etc. The following practices
can help you develop effective sales locations.

Provide Adequate Facilities
For on-farm sales and events, provide enough parking
and other facilities for visitors. Customers want safe,
convenient access to your operation. Well-planned
infrastructure and convenient parking ensures your
customers have a pleasant on-farm experience, and
provides growth opportunities for your business.

Have an Organized Sales Area
An organized sales area helps customers easily find
what they are looking for and provides a pleasant
shopping experience.

Summary

Identify Value-Added Activities
Value-added agri-tourism activities must be safe and
well signed. Hiking trails and wagon rides can be
used to encourage customers to spend more time on
your property. This added experience helps customers
get to know you and your products, and they are
more likely to make a purchase.

Know the Legal Requirements
Ensure your facilities meet legal requirements.
For example, on site washrooms are required to qualify
for an Ontario tourism road sign. If you install
washrooms, be sure they are accessible to all customers.
Check other areas of regulations such as road access,
food safety, health and safety, labour and municipal
requirements.

Choose Your Venue Carefully
Choose a venue with room to grow and the flexibility
to try new activities and selling strategies in the future.
Set your operation apart by carefully choosing a
one-of-a-kind venue that will create memorable
experiences for your customers. Make your venue special
to reduce the risk of low-cost, low-quality imitators.
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Summary

7. Create a Unique Brand

Brand Your Operation and Events

Creating a new brand is different than creating a
unique location. Your location should complement
your brand and provide a unique marketing experience.
Your brand, on the other hand, reflects your objectives,
goals and beliefs as an organization. If a particular
event or retail location does not reflect your objectives,
don’t sell your product there. The following practices
can help you develop your brand.

Focus branding efforts on your operation and events
– where you have control of the experience – rather
than investing time and effort into someone else’s
event. It is your responsibility to create a relationship
with customers. Doing this in an environment where
you control the experience – such as an on-farm store
– is likely to deliver a better return on investment.

Attend Events that Fit Your Brand
Take part in off-farm events that fit your business
values and align with your brand. Choosing events
that attract like-minded people are more likely to
generate interest and sales in your product. Avoid
events that don’t fit your brand – your participation
will confuse your customers.
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8. Develop Effective Human
Resources (HR) Practices
Finding dependable employees who are motivated
and flexible is among the biggest challenge in direct
farm marketing. Your marketing team is in close
contact with your customers, manages the receipts
of the marketing channel and can have huge impact
on your business – both positive and negative. Team
members may also have useful skills for other elements
of the business. The following practices can help you
develop effective human resources practices.

Develop and Retain Valuable Employees
Work to retain valuable employees – the cost of
hiring and high employee turnover can really add up.
Untrained or unreliable employees can quickly lead
to negative effects. Reward dependable employees
(such as with off-season employment or off-season
training) to reduce staffing uncertainties and the
time spent on recruiting and training. Ensure you are
aware of labour regulations and requirements that
may affect you.

Summary

Develop Staff Strengths
Find and develop the strengths in each staff member.
Investing time and effort in employees makes them
into better assets. If a staff member has good
accounting knowledge and spreadsheet skills, have
them develop useful tools for performance analysis.
Encourage staff with a strong creative side to create
layouts for recipes, advertisements or your website.
Outsourcing services is costly. Using employee skills
is a great motivator.

Provide Ongoing Training
Educate and train employees to effectively tell the
story of your operation. Staff members are an
important part of your operation’s image and brand
as the first point of contact with customers. Be sure
they understand production, processing and selling
to effectively share this information with customers.
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Summary

9. Create Work/Life Balance

Evaluate Time Spent

In the farming sector, distinguishing between
business and personal time is often difficult. Having
a clear idea of your business goals and your personal/
family goals can help differentiate between the two
and create balance between them. The following
practices can help create work/life balance.

Determine if spare time and business time are the
same. If not, be clear what is done on business time
and what is done on personal time. Deciding what to
do in your spare time will determine how and when
time is spent on the business.

Determine Life Goals
Know the Purpose of Your Business
Determine the purpose of your business. Do you
have aggressive growth objectives or would a modest
profit be okay? Clear objectives and priorities will
have you make business decisions more quickly and
effectively.

Understanding what you want in your personal life
– and how it fits with your operation – is key to a
successful business. Set out your lifestyle goals and
objectives. If you like to take family vacations during
the year, a year-round farmers’ market might not be
the right marketing channel unless you are willing to
hire replacement staff for your market stall.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Case Study 1:
Staying Small and Successful in Fresh Produce
Marketing: Assessing the Performance of
Two Marketing Channels
The names and figures within this document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.

Overview of Operation
For nearly 30 years, Farmer 1 has been marketing
organic produce to local consumers using various direct
marketing methods. She is the primary labourer of
her agricultural enterprise, and tasks such as preparing,
planting, weeding, harvesting, packaging and finally
marketing from her 0.6 ha (1.5 acres) plot have to be
managed accordingly. To maintain production
efficiency, Farmer 1 chose marketing channels
compatible with her vegetable production schedule.
Initially, Farmer 1 sold her produce from a stand in
downtown St. Mary’s, Ontario, home to about 7,000
residents. St. Mary’s is located in Perth County, where
agriculture is one of the largest local industries, having
2,438 census farms and 201,599 ha (498,159 acres)
of farmland. In 1992 when a farmers’ market opened
up in St. Mary’s, Farmer 1 recalls that “...it made
sense to move my stand to the market and be a part
of a collective of farmers.” Farmer 1 now markets her
produce at the St. Mary’s Farmers’ Market, through
community supported agriculture (CSA) and directly
to local restaurants. Approximately 40% of her sales
are through the CSA, 52% are through the local
farmers’ market and about 8% are to local restaurants

and individuals. These three market channels work
well together for Farmer 1. She attributes the successes
and challenges of this direct marketing model to
some key factors.

Key Problems and Decisions
Choosing the Suitable Marketing
Channel(s)
Growing organic produce requires a large time
commitment. As the primary labourer for her
agri-business, Farmer 1 prefers to stay low-key
and minimize distractions when choosing suitable
marketing channels. Farmer 1 selected the CSA
and farmers’ market channels for direct markets
because each had characteristics that meshed with
her produce-growing business and her lifestyle
preferences. Each outlet could also be structured
to complement the other.
In the beginning, there were trade-offs that Farmer 1
had to consider when moving her small downtown
produce stand to the local farmers’ market. Costs were
higher at the farmers’ market, but there were added
benefits such as market advertising and a diversity of
offerings, giving consumers more reasons to come to
the market. The biggest issue was that the farmers’
market was only open on Saturdays. Farmer 1’s focus
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was to sell quality produce, but some of her products
were ripening too much between market days. So she
looked for suitable market outlets to absorb the
midweek harvest. Ultimately, she chose to market her
produce using community supported agriculture (CSA).

Investigating the Chosen Marketing
Channel(s)
Farmer 1 never engaged in systematic or commercial
market research to investigate prospective marketing
channels. She started with a low-risk strategy by
opening a street stand. The subsequent idea for a local
farmers’ market came from networking with other
local farmers who also needed to sell their goods.
Based on her knowledge of her existing customers,
Farmer 1 was confident they would follow her to
the farmers’ market, making it a viable proposition.
Before setting up the CSA, Farmer 1 researched
this channel through pamphlets and publications
supplied by the organic community and identified
basic marketing strategies and structures for CSAs.
Once again, the good relationship with her customers
allowed her to set up a new marketing channel and
recruit CSA members from her existing customer base.

Setting Up Your Chosen Marketing
Channel(s)
To set up the farmers’ market channel, Farmer 1
took part in creating the market. Since its inception
in 1992, Farmer 1 has been on the local farmers’
market board nearly every year. The market has clear
rules – producers marketing goods must be local but
not necessarily a farmer. Any person with a product
to sell can rent a stall at the market, encouraging
a diverse selection of goods available to consumers
who come to purchase local goods.

Case Studies

When asked to describe how the CSA membership
is structured, Farmer 1 chuckles. “I don’t recall ever
telling anyone they would be a member of anything,”
she says. However, from the beginning, Farmer 1’s
CSA members have known her through the farmers’
market. “The market started before I started the CSA,
and I think that familiarity was important from the
beginning for getting CSA members,” she says.
Farmer 1 recruited CSA members by posting flyers
at the local cheese store, but most potential members
made contact because they already knew her.
Every spring, Farmer 1 mails an information package
to current CSA members and would-be members.
The information package includes a greeting letter,
list of produce she plans to grow that season, recipes
and a sign-up sheet. According to Farmer 1, sign-up
sheets are rarely returned because things are relatively
informal. Members contact Farmer 1 by telephone,
in person or by email to continue to be a CSA member
or become a new member. There is no formal contract,
and fees (set by Farmer 1) are collected at the beginning
of the season or each month, depending on the
member’s preference. Farmer 1 notes that keeping
track of payments is time-consuming, but it works
best for her and her members.
As the primary labourer, Farmer 1’s marketing
channels must be organized so she has time to manage
marketing activities. One of the most notable features
of her CSA is that she delivers assorted and freshly
picked organic produce once a week to local CSA
members. This decision minimizes distractions by
limiting farm visitors. And by harvesting and delivering
the CSA produce midweek, Farmer 1 ensures peak
product quality for CSA members and customers at
the Saturday farmers’ market.
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Market Channel Management
The production season lasts for about 30 weeks, with
community supported agriculture (CSA) deliveries
starting later and ending earlier. Very few crops are
ready early in the season, and by the end of the season
CSA members are getting tired of the preparation
and meal planning required to use each new delivery
of produce. The peak of the vegetable season runs for
22 weeks from June to October, and to maintain
optimal plant production, Farmer 1 must harvest about
twice per week. With the farmers’ market only open
on Saturday, some vegetables picked midweek are not
suitable to sell at the market. CSA members receive
the fresh produce from the midweek pick, while the
end-of-week harvest is sent to the farmers’ market.

Product Presentation Considerations
by Market Channel
Farmer 1 pre-packages all produce according to the
intended market venue. Root vegetables with leafy
tops, such as carrots and beets, are harvested and
bunched with the tops on for display at the farmers’
market, but tops are removed for CSA deliveries.
Packaging also differs between venues. Produce at the
farmers’ market is sold by volume and requires quart
containers and plastic bags. Produce sold through the
CSA is packaged in reusable bags that members pay
Farmer 1 a deposit fee for.

Marketing Channel Successes
and Challenges
Farmer 1’s experiences using both the CSA and
farmers’ market have been good. When the St. Mary’s
Farmers’ Market expanded and her produce sales
declined, Farmer 1 was able to increase the CSA
members from 35 to 40 to compensate. She was also
able to cap membership at a level that suits the size
of business she wants to run.
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About one quarter of the CSA membership turns over
every year. Farmer 1 says there are a few predominant
reasons why consumers drop out of the CSA – some
members move, others dislike not being able to choose
the produce they receive and some receive too much
produce and feel guilty about waste.
Farmer 1 looks to long-term CSA members for
constructive feedback about the quality and quantity
of produce distributed. When growing conditions mean
certain produce is sparse in a particular year, CSA
members are not upset if they are given an explanation.
When yields are much lower than expected, Farmer 1
can divert the sparse product from CSA hampers to
the farmers’ market where it will sell at a higher than
average price. CSA members accept this practice,
so she is able to earn an adequate income.
There are a few things to note about the local farmers’
market. Farmer 1 sells produce at an open-air venue,
which presumably would be hampered by rain and
unpleasant weather. For some reason, this isn’t the case.
Farmer 1 states, “This may be a quirk of the St. Mary’s
Farmers’ Market, but from conversations with other
market vendors, I know our poor weather experience
is somewhat different than other markets.” Farmer 1
also says demand at the farmers’ market does not vary
much, and she rarely has to take much produce home.
“There are only a couple of weeks each season when
there is low demand,” she says. Her CSA helps balance
the rare times when demand varies.
Farmer 1’s attention to product quality and good
rapport with customers in both channels has
established her personal brand. This reputation is not
limited to these marketing channels because she can
also build on it in her third marketing channel –
selling to restaurants.
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For a number of years, Farmer 1 has been supplying
local restaurants that actively market that their local
produce is from Farmer 1’s farm. These synergies
help increase her presence in the market, but Farmer 1
puts a limit to restaurant sales. Expansion beyond
current levels would require lowering her prices.
And supplying restaurants is time-consuming and
demanding to meet specific customer requirements.
Expanding this third channel might also compromise
her marketing and business core – and her reputation
that stems from direct marketing.

Assessing Performance
Knowing that time is her most valuable resource
and by far the largest marketing cost factor, Farmer 1
wanted to find out how much time she spent on
marketing-related activities in the CSA and the farmers’
market channels. She’s too busy in season to track her
time, so during the winter she wrote down best estimates
of the following data for each of her 27 products:
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Some of the 27 products were the same produce but
marketed in more than one format in one or both
channels, so the figures needed to be recorded for
each channel separately.
Farmer 1 also recorded the time requirements and
expenditures for the remaining marketing activities
for each channel:
• hired labour to staff the stand at farmers’
market (which is very little)
• cost of traveling to and from farmers’ market
and making the CSA delivery tour – assessed
at $0.47 per km
• time required for packing and unpacking
the truck and making the CSA delivery
• time required for packing and unpacking
the truck, setting up the stand, selling and
travelling to and from the farmers’ market
• expenses for supplies and materials for
both channels

• number of average weeks harvested in one season

• cost of reusable bags for the CSA

• units of harvest

• farmers’ market stall fee

• average number of units harvested in an
average week
• harvesting time required for the average
number of units harvested
• handling activities performed after harvest to
prepare produce for marketing, such as washing,
dusting off, sorting, bagging, or packing in boxes

Farmer 1 knows these estimates will need to be
revised with more precise measurements, but the
analysis of the data provided some results she could
use for an initial assessment of each channel,
presented in Table 1-1.

• average time needed to perform these activities
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Table 1-1: Farmer’s Time and Expenses per Marketing Channel
CSA1

Farmers’
market

Time for harvest*

114 hr

131 hr

Time for handling (sorting, bagging, packaging on-farm)

79 hr

114 hr

Time for servicing (CSA delivery, includes loading and unloading, travel
to farmers’ market, setting up, loading and unloading, staffing stand)

135 hr

263 hr

TOTAL OWN LABOUR

328 hr

508 hr

$0

$350

$372

$140

Transportation at $0.47/km (includes stall fee at farmers’ market)

$1,185

$712

TOTAL DIRECT MARKETING EXPENSES

$1,557

$1,202

Activity/Expense category

Hired labour (support staff at farmers’ market)
Materials and supplies (includes annual cost for reusable bags for CSA)

*For some products, harvest time could not be estimated accurately and was recorded as zero, leading to a slightly
underestimated harvesting time for both channels.
Community Supported Agriculture

1

Farmer 1 checked these numbers with other records
and found them reasonably precise for providing an
initial overview. For a channel assessment, marketingrelated time and expenses must be evaluated in relation
to sales. This is straightforward for expenses, but an
hourly wage rate for Farmer 1’s time must be applied to
calculate labour costs. Some might disagree with this

approach, seeing the farmer’s time as entrepreneurial
activity and compensation for that time as residual
income, paid from whatever remains after paying all
expenses. But the physical work that workers can be
hired for – and would have to if the farmer is sick –
is not an entrepreneurial activity. Assessing the hours
at a realistic rate is a meaningful component.
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Tables 1-2 and 1-3 provide the ratio of labour cost
to sales for each marketing channel based on two
scenarios – a lower and a higher wage rate. To avoid
indirectly disclosing the farm’s revenues, exact rates
and ratios of expenses to sales are not revealed.

Table 1-2: Labour Costs as a
Percentage of Sales per Marketing Channel
(using lower wage rate levels)
CSA1

Farmers’
market

Harvesting

6.0%

5.3%

Handling

4.1%

4.6%

Servicing*

7.1%

12.1%

TOTAL

17.3%

22.0%

Labour
category

Community Supported Agriculture
*Includes $350 hired labour for staffing the stand at the
farmers’ market.
1

Table 1-3: Labour Costs as a
Percentage of Sales per Marketing Channel
(using higher wage rate levels)
CSA1

Farmers’
market

Harvesting

9.0%

8.0%

Handling

6.2%

6.9%

Servicing*

10.6%

17.5%

TOTAL

25.9%

32.3%

Labour
category

The results show the only major difference between
the two channels is in the servicing category – the
need to staff the stand for four hours on a market day.
The two marketing channels are similar in the cost-tosales ratios. More dramatic differences – for example,
if the total cost-to-sales ratio were more than twice as
high in one channel compared to the other – might
raise a red flag that too much time is spent there, and
more income could be generated if time and effort
were directed to another channel.
This information can also be used to calculate gross
margin. Gross margin represents the income required
to cover all remaining costs – fixed and variable costs
of production, plus overhead costs – after subtracting
all marketing-related expenses, including the farmer’s
time valued at a chosen wage rate. Since Farmer 1
knows how much of her production goes into each
channel and how much of her land is used for each
channel, the gross margin can be done for each
channel and the whole operation. Depending on the
wage rate, the gross margin to cover all remaining
costs ranges from $12,000 to $19,000 per channel,
or $28,000 to $33,000 for the whole operation.
Detailed record keeping allows Farmer 1 to look
closely at the performance (marketing cost-to-sales
ratio) of each product she sells at the farmers’ market.
This calculation could also be done for the crops sold
through the CSA, but would assume the crops are
valued at the same price as at the farmers’ market
since revenue cannot be traced back to individual
crops in the CSA. In this analysis, cost includes only
harvest and handling because these vary by product,
while the remaining costs – channel servicing,
transport, and supplies and materials – do not vary
by product.

1
Community Supported Agriculture
*Includes $350 hired labour for staffing the stand at the
farmers’ market.
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Through the analysis, Farmer 1 discovered there
were huge differences in performance between crops.
For the lower wage rate scenario, labour costs for
harvesting and handling lettuce were 6% of revenues
from lettuce sold at the farmers’ market, while the
same activities amount to 25% of revenue for green
onions. With the overall share of harvesting and
handling cost at 10% for the farmers’ market in the
lower-wage scenario (see Table 1-2), outliers like green
onions – with far greater harvest and handling costs
– can be identified and subjected to more detailed
costing or pricing analysis.
In the end, the detailed performance analysis of the
two marketing channels provided helpful insights that
might trigger changes in Farmer 1’s production and/or
marketing programs. And it is clear that marketing
costs are only part of the picture. Analyzing the cost
of production by using enterprise budgets would
provide this important piece of information, which
is currently only available at the level of the entire
operation. Collecting data for each crop, and for each
marketing channel, will be Farmer 1’s next project.
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In the Farmer’s Words
“Direct marketing starts with good production.
Before thinking about the marketing channels,
we need to know we have the skills and experience
to produce what we are planning to market and the
skills and experience to produce quality produce.
I believe keeping quality at the top of my mind –
from the seed varieties I order each winter through to
how each type of vegetable is handled between harvest
and getting into the customers’ hands – has been my
number one marketing and promotional tool.
For any farm operation, and especially for direct
marketing farms, diversity is necessary however too
much diversity can be a challenge. As a direct marketer,
many ideas and suggestions to further diversify to
increase my income have come my way, but too much
diversity can become a management nightmare.
Every new endeavour brings a need for the skill and
experience to take on that new endeavour and takes
time away from other farm tasks. I have limited my
marketing avenues and I have limited the number
of livestock (a small flock of 10 ewes) on my farm
so that I can focus on a diverse mix of vegetables.
The number of types I grow has slowly increased
over 30 years, but only by learning how to grow one
or two new vegetables in any given year.”
~ Farmer 1, organic producer
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Case Study 2:
Off-Farm Event Marketing for Branding and
Promotion: Keeping Track of the Financial
Performance of Each Event
Names and figures found within this document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.
Based on the farm’s location, off-farm event
marketing is a large part of marketing for Farm 2’s
organic dairy. There are strict criteria for deciding
which events to attend. Although their original
objective was to educate the public about organic
production and promote the on-farm store, their
objectives are changing as customers became more
aware of organics. Education is still a key component
of the business, but the Farm 2 name has evolved
into a brand. Each off-farm event is treated as a profit
centre and a means to promote retail sales outside the
local sales area. Through this marketing evolution,
the farm has stayed true to the operator’s beliefs of
sustainability, connecting with the community and
educating consumers about organic production –
even if it means not attending a lucrative event.

Overview of Operation
Farm 2’s organic dairy is located in southern Ontario,
in a township, where major roads are paved and
accessible for visitors. Guelph and Orangeville are
approximately one hour away, and the local township
has a population of more than 9,300. The township
is made up of younger families and growing at a rate
of about 6%. The area is home to agricultural

enterprises, small businesses and manufacturing
plants, as well as outdoor amenities for residents
including park areas that can be used year-round.
The location is not close to any major population
centres, major routes or highways, making Farm 2’s
off-farm events very important to its operation for
raising consumer awareness. Ice cream is an ideal
product to sell at events.
Farm 2 has been in operation for 30 years and has
been marketing directly to consumers through a
variety of channels for 10 years. Dairy, meat,
vegetables and grains make up the majority of sales.
Farm 2 has a staff of three full-time employees and
up to seven part-time employees. All dairy products
are organic and include milk, ice cream, yogurt and
cheese. Farm 2 has an on-farm store, small café and
demonstration barns. They attend two farmers’ markets,
contribute to three community supported agriculture
(CSA) programs and run several on- and off-farm
events. Their products are available at approximately
500 retail outlets through six distributors. Farm 2
believes in educating farm visitors about organic
farming using a demonstration barn and “crop circles”
to explain crop rotation. In the summer, weekly
on-farm events include Fridays on the Farm, which
involves a farm maze, wagon ride, live music and
barbequed food. Farm 2 takes pride in creating a sense
of community by bringing people together through
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these events. They also host corporate barbeques and
team-building events. The operation is most active in
the summer months but continues to attract visitors to
the farm during the winter. To increase brand exposure,
Farm 2 also attends events and trade shows.

Summary of Events
When attending events and tradeshows, Farm 2
aims to establish business relationships and enhance
awareness of its brand on a national level. Staff
members follow the farm’s philosophy of education,
learning about trends within the food and beverage
industry. Today, Farm 2 engages in a variety of events
to serve all of its business needs.
Farm 2 participates in event marketing on and off the
farm. Off-farm event marketing contributes 8% to
10% of annual sales of the operation. Off farm events
provide brand exposure to customers. By connecting
with the public, staff members are able to demonstrate
the quality of their product and engage customers,
leading to repeat sales.

Event 1
Farm 2 participates in Event 1 – a weekend event
hosted each July in Guelph that attracts 5,000 visitors
per day. Consumers attending Event 1 are looking for
a music-filled, outdoors event and have an interest
in the environment and community sustainability.
Farm 2 applies to the festival’s committee each year
to be selected as a food vendor. Event 1 is considered
to be the most successful event of the season and the
decision to attend is a “no brainer.” The cost is offset
by the income generated, the ice cream sells out each
time and there is no competition with Farm 2 as the
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only ice cream vendor at the event. Event 1 is centred
on sustainability, focussing on organic and local food
and products – making Farm 2 a natural fit. The
festival’s office handles all event advertising through
a website, ads, flyers, etc., keeping Farm 2’s time and
promotional investment low.

Event 2
Event 2 showcases the best in green products, services
and technologies to residents of central and eastern
Ontario. Farm 2 has attended the event for the two
years, but doesn’t have plans to return. From Farm
2’s perspective, the event was poorly managed and
promoted. Traffic declined from one year to the next,
and the return on investment did not make it worth
attending.

Key Problems and Decisions
Event Marketing Choice
Farm 2 began off-farm event marketing in 2003
with the decision to attend the Event 1. The primary
motivation was to increase awareness of and education
around organic production, and direct customers to
the on-farm store. Over time, the event focus has
changed as there is a greater understanding among
consumers about organic farming practices. There
are now two main reasons for event marketing. First,
each event is treated as a profit centre and sales are
expected to exceed total additional cost. Secondly,
events are used to support regional retail sales –
although it’s difficult to assess because distributors’
sales data does not provide sufficient regional details
on a regular basis.
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Consumer Environment

Assessing Performance

Farm 2 is noticing a change in trends and in the types
of customers choosing its products. People are now keen
on organizations and products that are environmentally
friendly, sustainable, organic and local. Farm 2 is
attracting people who are genuinely concerned and
interested in where their food comes from and how it
is produced. As a result, Farm 2 has developed a number
of training and educational tools on the farm to
showcase how its products are made.

Farm 2 considers a number of factors to assess an event,
including the number of people expected, the focus
of the event (i.e. whether it is organic, local and/or
sustainable), the presence of potential competition
and the weather. Event attendance is out of the hands
of Farm 2 and often depends on uncontrollable factors
such as weather and the event organizer’s marketing
efforts. For example, Event 2 went well one year, but
attendance dropped dramatically the next due to
poor-quality marketing efforts. To attract customers
who are most interested in its products, Farm 2 makes
sure the event organizer’s promotional materials reflect
vendors that are in line with Farm 2’s positioning,
such as organic and local. Although its product lines
are unique, Farm 2 would likely not attend an event
where there is a major competitor. For example, Farm 2
pulled out from one event because the organizers
contracted out all ice cream stand locations to a
multinational company. Although Farm 2 was still
offered a stand location, it declined, as it expected
sales to be insufficient.

Servicing Events
Equipment Required
When attending an event, Farm 2 considers the number
of attendees the event attracts, the amount of product
it expects to sell and the labour requirements to service
the ice cream carts. Having reliable employees who are
willing to work long hours at festivals and events is
important to Farm 2. The organization must consider
the number of events it attends in a year to determine
the potential return on investment on a new cart.
Communication Decisions
Farm 2 typically takes a passive role in marketing
activities to promote off-farm events. They do very
little promotion in addition to what event organizers
do and are fully dependent on the event organizer to
put on and promote a successful event. The exception
is that Farm 2 promotes events it is attending on its
website and through Facebook and Twitter.

After the factors are reviewed, Farm 2 does a cost/
benefit analysis to determine if the event is worth
attending in the future and sales volume needed to
recoup costs of its investment in the event. Farm 2
knows its margins are on ice cream sold in cones –
often the most feasible way to sell its products at
off-farm events. Table 2-1 provides an overview of
the financial performance for each event – one year
with low sales and one year with high sales.
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Table 2-1: Range of Financial Performance for Event 1 and Event 2
Event 1:
low sales

Event 1:
high sales

$24,897.37

$28,416.15

$1,247.50

$4,262.50

$2,800.00

$2,800.00

$600.00

$475.00

$800.00

$800.00

$150.00

$150.00

$2,100.00

$2,300.00

$500.00

$500.00

Meals

$200.00

$225.00

$160.00

$140.00

Trailer

$0

$0

$100.00

$100.00

Accommodation

$0

$0

$225.00

$210.00

$18,997.37

$22,291.15

-$487.50

$2,687.50

24%

22%

Revenue (net of tax)

Event 2:
low sales

Event 2:
high sales

DIRECT EXPENSES
Booth fee
Hydro
Labour

GROSS MARGIN
EXPENSES/REVENUE

Table 2-1 omits some key data. Gross margin is
typically defined as revenues minus variable cost
(or minus direct expenses in the case of an event).
The gross margin in Table 2-1 does not include the
cost for cones or, more importantly, the ice cream.
A lot of ice cream is sold at the Event 1, and including
the cost of ice cream would reduce the margin
considerably for this event. Cost of transportation
is also not included – which is not a major factor for
Event 1 but is for Event 2. The cost of a 1,250 km
return trip depends on how the fixed costs of
transportation – i.e. using the farm’s truck – are
assessed. Even if the trip to an event is entirely written
off, the trip uses gas and contributes proportionately

139%

37%

to the distance travelled, and to maintenance and
repair costs. A minimum of $0.30/km or an additional
$375 appears to be reasonable.
While absolute gross margin should only be used to
compare the same event from year to year, the ratio
of expenses to revenue allows for comparison between
events. But if all applicable expenses are not included,
a performance comparison between events may
produce biased results. The ratio of expenses to revenue
– which ranges from 22% to 139% – must be used
with some caution in this example. Event 1 is shown
to do better in a poor year than the Event 2 in a
good year, but the outcome might be different if all
expenses were included.
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Overall, costs do not vary much between the two years
for a given event. But sales depend on a number of
factors that are hard to predict. According to Farm 2,
the variation in sales at the Event 1 is primarily due to
the weather. But given the result in terms of the gross
margin, even the year with low sales has to be deemed
successful. For Event 2, the major uncertainty has
been the marketing efforts by the event organizer and
by the organizers of competing events in the region.
According to Farm 2, attendance in the year with the
low sales has been very low.

Successes and Challenges
of Event Marketing
Farm 2 has experienced challenges when participating
in off-farm event marketing. Event 2 did not prove
to be beneficial for Farm 2 in 2009 and 2010 with
acceptable sales the first year and disappointing sales
in the second. Farm 2 feels its success was hindered
because it had little control over advertising and
promotion of the event, and attendance appeared to
be decreasing. The event was also far from Farm 2’s
geographically, and posed logistical issues transporting
product, employees, etc. Based on the two-year
evaluation in Table 2-1, Farm 2 did not attend the
event in 2011.
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Event 1 is Farm 2’s most successful event, reaching
more than 1,000 attendees per day over the three-day
period. And the event is large enough to support two
of its ice cream carts. Event 1 also increases awareness
of Farm 2’s brand in the weeks after the event, as noted
by visitors to the farm who encountered Farm 2 at
Event 1.
An effective strategy for Farm 2 involves encouraging
customers at off-farm events to ask their local health
food store or specialty stores if it carries Farm 2’s
products. If the store does not, Farm 2 encourages
customers to ask the retailer to list the products. One
of the challenges Farm 2 faces is that its distributors
do not provide real-time information on sales by region.
Farm 2 is interested in understanding and quantifying
the amount of exposure it receives from the events it
attends, and how this translates into repeat sales and
loyal customers. But this information is very difficult
to measure and put into hard numbers.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Case Study 3:
Come Rain or Shine: How to Reduce Weather
Dependency in Agri-Tourism
The names and figures within this document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.
With a 12-week selling season, Farmer 3 needed to find
ways to create value for customers using the property
and activities on the farm. Agri-tourism has now
become a key component of its business, contributing
income directly and indirectly by attracting customers
to the on-farm store. But their short season makes
the business vulnerable to bad weather. On-farm
events such as birthday parties, educational tours and
corporate team-building activities have helped to make
agri-tourism and on-farm sales less weather-dependent.
This diversification also required infrastructure
investments.

Overview of Operation
Farmer 3 has been involved in direct marketing for
the past 32 years. Located in Wellington County,
a 10-minute drive outside Guelph and 20 minutes from
Kitchener, Farm 3 is easy to find from Highway 401
and ideal for attracting visitors. Guelph’s population
of approximately 120,000 people is growing at a rate
of about 2% per year, with citizens primarily aged
between 20 and 55. Kitchener – part of the Region
of Waterloo – has a population of approximately
205,000, with the largest segment of the population
between the ages of 40 and 44 years.

Farmer 3 operates approximately 28 ha (70 acres) of
farmland, growing sweet corn and pumpkins. A major
part of the operation is agri-tourism and the on-farm
store. The agri-tourism business – including “Harvest
Fun” birthday parties and corporate team-building
events – stabilizes the sales and revenues of the
on-farm store because farm visitors rarely leave without
visiting the store/bakery. Farm 3 also has a U-pick
operation during pumpkin season, employs 13 people
during sweet-corn season and up to 25 at its peak
in the fall. Farmer 3’s mission is to ensure customers
purchase a superior-quality product and have a
memorable on-farm experience. The owners and
staff strive to educate visitors and connect personally
with them so customers can put a face to their name.
Farmer 3 promotes their operation and events using
a variety of marketing channels including radio,
social media and their own website.

Summary of Events
Farmer 3 offers different events at the farm during
the late summer and fall. Its season begins around
August 1 and continues until October 31. The largest
part of its event business is “Harvest Fun Weekends,”
followed by school tours, birthday parties and corporate
team-building events. The number of visitors for the
Harvest Fun Weekends is difficult to predict on cloudy
days when it might rain, but attendance for the three
other events is more predictable. Once an event is
booked, it is rarely cancelled due to bad weather.
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Events help stabilize demand for the on-farm store,
since a good experience usually entices visitors to buy
something before they leave. The six weeks in the fall
are peak season. Depending on the weather and the
particular event, between 500 and 3,000 people visit
Farm 3 on an event day, with weekends typically
seeing the biggest traffic.

Harvest Fun Weekends
Harvest Fun Weekends run from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.
on weekends for six weeks from the end of September
through October each year. Activities include a corn
maze, wagon rides, pumpkin chuckin’, duck races, pedal
carts, and various other mazes and attractions. Visitors
of all ages are welcome and charged a fee of $9 per
person, excluding taxes, to enter the Harvest Fun area.

Harvest Fun Birthday Parties
Farmer 3 hosts Harvest Fun birthday parties at the
end of September and throughout October. A birthday
party costs $160, which allows eight children and
two adults to experience the corn maze, wagon rides
and several other family-friendly activities. Lunch is
included, as well as the opportunity for children to
have a duck race. In 2010, Farmer 3 hosted 15 birthday
parties. This has been identified as a growth
opportunity to increase sales – demand for parties is
steadily increasing as people look for unique birthday
party experiences for their children.
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Corporate Events
Farmer 3 hosts corporate events for organizations
looking to hold team-building experiences during the
fall season. “From the Ground Up!” is a team-building
exercise hosted at the farm that includes lunch,
a facilitated team-building exercise and a debriefing
session led by a professional facilitator. This event
can accommodate a minimum of 12 and a maximum
of 45 participants. It typically lasts three hours, and
pricing varies based on the number of participants.
These events are offered from the end of September
until the end of October, similar to the Harvest Fun
Weekend schedule.

Educational Tours
Farmer 3 hosts educational tours for students from
local schools. Several programs have been developed
to accommodate students from senior kindergarten
to grade 4. The programs focus primarily on corn
– how it is grown, how it develops and how it is used.
A secondary focus is rural versus urban living, which
is part of the grade 3 curriculum. Tours also include
a farm overview, wagon rides and popcorn. This
event can support 20 to 60 students with a cost of
$8 per student, including taxes. For an additional
50 cents per student, tours include pumpkin picking.
One adult per five students is required for adequate
supervision. Teachers and adults are admitted free
of charge. Tours are run on weekdays from the end
of September until the end of October.
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Key Problems and Decisions
Event Marketing
The objective of Farmer 3 has long been to provide
a memorable experience to visitors and ensure highquality products are available for purchase. Over the
years, Farmer 3 has realized that by encouraging
visitors to come out and experience the operation,
the owners and staff can:
• showcase how they produce their products and
their high standards for quality ingredients
• have visitors get to know the farmers personally,
developing a relationship with the people that
produce their food
• use their land while generating sales with
relatively high margins for the industry through
their on-farm store and agri-tourism activities
• stabilize sales at the on-farm store (a form of
demand management that is critical to sustain
sales throughout the season)
Farmer 3 has identified birthday parties and corporate
events as an opportunity. Extending the season for
these events could generate extra income to support
other on-farm investments such as a pavilion.
In the past, Farmer 3 had attended farmers’ markets,
but quickly determined that this marketing channel
did not work for them.
• To meet their quality goals of providing
customers with corn no more than two hours
off the stalk, it would have been necessary to ship
freshly harvested corn several times during a
market day. This increased costs and significantly
stretched their scarcest resource – time.
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• Other vendors were competing by lowering
their prices. If Farmer 3 did likewise, it would
not meet its margin and/or revenue targets. It is
the family’s belief that this is not a strategic way
to conduct business. The owners believed that
to promote sustainable farming, farmers needed
to avoid fierce price competition, developing
markets where their produce could be sold at
prices that reflect the true value of production.
Farmer 3 did not see value in attending markets and
instead worked on building the farm with “traditional
farm activities for the community and those interested
in learning where their food comes from to enjoy.”

Market Environment
The operating environment for Farmer 3 has been
changing. Consumers are becoming more aware and
concerned about where their food comes from. The
local food movement has attracted people to the farm
to see just how their food is produced. And consumers
are being reached through social media outlets such as
Twitter and Facebook. This change was highlighted
when the farmer explained that “one customer was
shopping at a grocery store and saw that I tweeted
about fresh cinnamon buns and headed straight to
the farm to get some.” She went on to describe social
media as “a very powerful marketing tool.”
Farmer 3 also knows that individuals are willing to
pay for the experience of getting their family and
children out of the house, teaching them something
new and creating memories together. Farmer 3 has
noticed an interesting relationship between the
amount of time spent on the farm and the amount of
money spent – “some people might spend 10 minutes
on the farm and purchase $20 worth of products,
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while others will spend three hours and spend $300
– without any concern.” Recognizing that customers
are always looking for something different to entertain
their children, Farmer 3 has responded by creating
unique events for families.

Servicing Events
Setting up an Event
Necessary Infrastructure
Over the years, Farmer 3 has made a number of changes
to accommodate guests at the farm. Five years ago,
when it first hosted birthday parties, the entranceway
to the farm was close to the road and parents would
let their children “run wild” all over the farm, raising
liability concerns. This led Farmer 3 to move the
weekend entranceway the following season.
Another issue Farmer 3 encountered was the weather.
When it was raining or very cold, they had nowhere
for birthday parties and school tours to go. A few years
ago, Farmer 3 was hosting an Ontario tourism group
that was attending the farm for a tour as well as dinner.
The weather was colder than normal for October,
and the farmer described the event as a nightmare.
“There is nothing worse than a bus full of people eating
in the freezing cold under a tent.” This experience
demonstrated the need for a pavilion to provide a space
where events can occur regardless of the weather.
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Responding to Change
Opportunity Assessment
Farmer 3 is open to changes and additions to its
farming operation, seeking feedback and advice from
other farmers before considering a major investment
or addition to the operation. Being an active member
of a regional farm association makes this approach
particularly helpful. The association offers workshops
and study tours within Canada and abroad to visit
other farming operations, and provides an informal
opportunity to learn about best practices in the
industry and advice and tips about investments.
Overall, Farmer 3 views active engagement in the
association as among the most valuable information
sources and resources for investment decisions.
Determining staffing levels for new products and
services has been a learning curve for Farmer 3.
To decide whether to continue a particular product
or service, costs are typically compared to the previous
year to determine if the labour costs were higher or
lower than the previous season. Before introducing
something new, Farmer 3 first considers the staffing
requirements. For example, customers have requested
adding fresh baked bread to the bakery operation.
But this addition would require a full-time baker to
start work in the middle of the night to prepare the
bread. Farmer 3 determined this was not feasible for
its operation at this time.
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Pricing
It has always been Farmer 3’s philosophy to “never
discount the product, but instead to give it away for
free for people to try.” This approach emphasizes the
value of the “gift” to the customer. Farmer 3 has
received mixed responses concerning the pricing of
its agri-tourism activities. Before the introduction of
HST, the cost for the Harvest Fun area was $9.50,
including taxes. With the implementation of HST,
the price was changed to $9.00, excluding taxes.
Interestingly, more people attended Harvest Fun
weekends with the lower pre-tax price than when the
tax was included, despite the fact that the total cost
was more. The owners felt that this was “somewhat
bizarre” since “when you raise prices, you typically
do not see effects of the price change in terms of
number of customers until the following year.” They
suspect this is a result of customers deciding to pay
and go in once they get to the farm, but then
remember the price being somewhat high when
considering going back the following year.

Communication Decisions
Radio
In 2004, Farmer 3 started using radio ads to promote
their Harvest Fun activities. A partnership was
formed between Farmer 3 and a local radio station,
and airtime was exchanged for the promotion of the
radio station in the corn maze. Farmer 3 considers
this a very effective strategic relationship, and visitors
often tell staff they heard of the farm and their corn
on the radio. As a way of informal marketing,
Farmer 3 drops off 30 dozen heads of corn for staff
at the radio station at the beginning of harvest.
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The quality of the fresh corn and the farm it comes
from are in turn mentioned a lot in the radio shows.
This has been very effective and efficient in getting
the word out that sweet corn is available at Farm 3.

Print
About five years ago, Farmer 3 created a print brochure
to promote the operation. To be cost effective, the
owners invited local community organizations to
purchase ad space in the brochure. This ad revenue
allowed Farmer 3 to offset the cost of producing a
glossy brochure and demonstrated how it is engaged
with the local community – something the owners feel
is important in operating a successful business.
Social Media
Farmer 3 has engaged in social media for the past
three years through Twitter, YouTube and Facebook,
which also links through the farm’s website. YouTube
provides a platform for Farmer 3 to upload videos
demonstrating how to pick corn or how to make a
corn maze. Facebook and Twitter have been used to
reach out to consumers about products that are ready
to purchase, ready to be picked or have been freshly
baked. Social media has been an easy way to connect
with customers with most of it done through a smart
phone. The owners have considered giving the phone
to the store employees to tweet a number of times a
day about the products that are freshly baked. Farmer 3
spends about two hours a week during the peak season
uploading videos and connecting with customers
through social media.
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Bag Drop
Farmer 3 participated in a bag drop promotional
activity. Five thousand bags were delivered to the
doorsteps of Guelph residents in 2009 to encourage
people to try the farm’s sweet corn. Every individual
who visited the farm with the bag would receive a
free half dozen ears of corn to try. The bag drop was
a way to get customers to the farm to see what Farm
3 offers besides sweet corn. And once they get to the
farm, customers might be intrigued enough to visit
the Harvest Fun area or return for another event and
bring their family.

Assessing Performance
Farmer 3 has annual reports detailing labour costs
by activities an individual was doing on a day-to-day
basis. Sales figures represent all activities, including the
bakery, pumpkins, birthday parties and Harvest Fun
weekends. For example, Farmer 3 knows that the bakery
contributes 12% to 17% of overall sales. Measuring
the performance of events has been a challenge.
Despite tracking the number of customers on a given
day, Farmer 3 does not currently track what else
visitors purchase during their visit. This is important
to know because events attract people to the farm,
which sustain the on-farm store sales – making the
on-farm store dependant on the success of the event.
The bag drop promotion is designed to encourage
people to visit the farm by offering them a free sample.
The bag drop cost $90-$120 for the bags and delivery.
In 2009, a 10% return rate was realized, of which 29%
were new customers. In 2010, however, the return was
only 3%. Farmer 3 believes this is due to a change in
the location where the bags were dropped. The owners
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are pleased with costs versus outcome, given that
the bag drop has been successful at attracting new
visitors to the farm. During this time, employees were
responsible for tracking how much each customer
purchased at the on-farm store after receiving a free
sample of corn. Activities to prepare for tracking the
response rate included:
• determining what information would be
valuable to record (e.g., customer location,
sales brackets, etc.)
• designing a tracking sheet
• instructing staff about the importance of this
activity and how to track customers’ purchases
• ensuring the tracking sheet is in the same
practical location for recording
Information was tracked for 12 days. The data gave
Farmer 3 a clear indication of:
• how many new customers were drawn to the
farm through the bag drop promotion
• how many of the coupon recipients did not buy
anything extra when they came to the farm
• how many of the coupon recipients bought
products in defined sales ranges (up to $10,
$11 to $15, and above $15)
Tracking customer purchases with more precision
would require electronic devices, such as equipment
to scan a coupon and track additional sales tied to the
coupon. It would be interesting to know the number
of customers that come to the farm to redeem their
free bag of corn and subsequently participate in the
event-marketing activities on the farm.
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Successes and Challenges
of Agri-Tourism
Farmer 3 has been very successful at setting up and
establishing an operation that is able to attract a
significant number of people over a 12-week period.
Communicating with its customers through social
media and radio has helped establish a way for
customers to know the farmer before they actually
visit the farm. Building these relationships has been
the greatest advantage to using social media and the
farm plans to continue using this approach to promote
its events. Farmer 3 has also improved the infrastructure
on the operation to accommodate birthday parties
and school tours.
Understanding the needs of customers – whether it’s
a couple out for the weekend or a bus full of children
– has certainly been a learning experience. Moving
forward takes time away from an activity to give
thought to how it can be improved. This was
demonstrated when Farmer 3 suspended birthday
parties and school bus tours until its infrastructure
requirements were improved and a full-time person
was hired to manage these events.
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Farmer 3 has found staff education is key to providing
customers, especially first-time customers, with a
high-quality service experience and product. The
varieties of corn grown on Farm 3 require less cooking
time, so it’s important that staff educate customers to
avoid under-cooking or over-cooking and blaming
the results on product quality.
The owners of Farm 3 believe it looks good on them
to establish relationships with neighbouring farmers.
This is especially important since the on-farm store
sells products from other producers and uses inputs
from other farms (such as apples) in their baked goods.
In the past, Farm 3 used to promote other farmers’
products with the name of the farm, but it caused
confusion among customers who questioned whether
the sweet corn was actually produced by Farm 3.
As a result, Farm 3 no longer advertises where the other
produce in the store are from but has trained employees
to tell customers if they ask.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Case Study 4:
Responding to a Changing Customer Base:
On-Farm Events for Promotion and
Customer Education
The facts and figures within this document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.
Faced with an aging customer base, Farm 4 had to
get creative to encourage a younger generation to take
up gardening. Offering workshops was a way for the
owners to interact directly with their customers and
share their knowledge and passion for gardening. It also
served their short-term goal of getting people to the
farm, building a customer base to meet long-term sales
objectives. Farm 4 owners feel as though they are at
a crossroads in terms of their communications and
event marketing strategies until they have a better
understanding of how they will be moving forward.

Overview of Operation
Farm 4 has been marketing directly to consumers
for the past 15 years. Situated “off the beaten track,”
the farm is approximately 45-70 minutes from any
population bases of 30,000 or more. The township
where the farm is located had a population of about
8,500 in 2006. The single-largest age group is 75
and over, with a large portion of the population of
retirement age. According to its website, the township
is an event-based destination with family-oriented

events and attractions throughout the community all
year round, including a historic downtown featuring
live theatre, cinema, galleries, a railway museum,
shopping and restaurants. The location is also ideal for
cottage country traffic, attracting people out for day
trips and en route to popular vacation destinations.
The farm operates approximately 15 ha (36 acres) of
forest and pasture where it grows perennials, shrubs
and native plants. The majority of sales come from
the on-farm store and events held on the farm. The
operational focus has been on providing consumers
with unique product offerings and experiences they
cannot find in traditional retail outlets. During the
summer months, the farm hosts four to six events
that each attracts 1,000-1,500 attendees. The farm
employs up to six full-time workers at the busiest part
of the season, and also uses these workers as needed
as event staff. Farm 4 actively collects information
about its customers and knows that 60% are local to
the area. The plant farm currently produces an annual
publication of its products, with plans to move it to
the internet. For this plant farm, event marketing is
critical to its business due to the location of the farm
and the applied nature of educating consumers
on gardening.
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During the 2010 season, Farm 4 experienced a decline
in sales. Its typical customers are between 30 and
50 years of age, and are 80% female. The owners feel
that “young people’s skills and interest in gardening
are still developing.” They suspect this is due to people
marrying later, working long weeks and delaying a
first home purchase, which results in them living in
rental homes and condos. Farm 4 has moved from
communicating with their customers through a paper
newsletter and a hard-copy catalogue, to email and
an electronic catalogue. The local aging population,
undeveloped interest in gardening among younger
people and the decision to go electronic with their
marketing materials are challenges for them.

Summary of Events
According to Farm 4, the reason for hosting events
is to “not only increase sales, but to create a new
customer at a low cost.” The following is an overview
of the events that they have hosted in the past and plan
to host in the upcoming season. Events are grouped
into established events linked to national holidays/
events, new events created to counter slow sales in
certain times of the season and future events that
address a changing customer base.

Established Events
Most of the events are centred around long weekends.
Farm 4 sees this as a good fit because people are
looking for things to do and many attractions are
closed. Farm 4 is open and “having a big party!”
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Trillium Festival
In 2010, Farm 4 held their 11th annual Trillium
Festival. This free-admission event was held in early
May as the grand launch for the season to showcase
the natural beauty of its woodland. They host walks
and talks for customers to see and learn about
trilliums. If the weather is right, approximately
500 people typically attend this event.
Canada Day, Eh! Garden Party
During the first weekend in July, Farm 4 hosted its
fifth annual Canada Day, Eh! Garden Party. Admission
is free, native plants are on sale, and other vendors
are invited such as craftspeople, artists and musicians.
Attendance is between 1,000 and 1,500 people over
the weekend.
Monster Plant Sale
Farm 4 wraps up its season with a Labour Day
Weekend Monster Plant Sale, held the first weekend
in September. Plants are sold using a graduated sale
price – first day = 20% off, second day = 30% off,
and the third day = 40% off. The weekend event
typically attracts more than 1,500 people.

New and Future Events
Farm 4 strives to keep events fresh and unique for its
customer base by adding new events each year. During
August, sales are relatively flat and Farm 4 looked for
an innovative way to bring consumers to the farm. The
owners noticed that plants on site whose names started
with the letter “H” were looking their best during that
month, and created an event around these plants.
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What the “H”!
This new daylong event took place at the beginning
of August, and featured sale prices on all plants
with botanical names beginning with “H” (hostas,
hydrangeas, hemerocallis, etc.). Workshops on planting,
pruning and maintenance of the H plants were offered
during the event that attracted between 200 and 400
people. The event also provided a venue to test the
success of including workshops.

Future Events
Adding new events each year – as part of its growth
and marketing strategy – helps Farm 4 owners “attract
more people to the region, sharing their knowledge
about gardening and creating experiences for their
customers.” Events to be added to the line up during
the summer season will include workshops on different
types of gardening. Some will be offered for a fee,
and others will be free.

Key Problems and Decisions
Event Marketing
Farm 4 started event marketing in 2001 to sustain
its business. The owners were determined to attract
people to their farm, putting their time and effort
into getting more value from what they have created
on their property. They attended a number of farmers’
markets from St. Jacobs to Mississauga, but being
away from the farm wasn’t good for the products and
wasn’t a viable business model. The owners found that
“being a producer and a vendor are very different
because you are serving two different groups.”
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Hosting on-farm events allowed them to interact
directly with its customers and show them what the
plants look like on their property. Event marketing
focuses on what Farm 4 is good at – growing plants.
Attracting people to the farm means they can see and
learn how plants are grown.

Servicing Events
Infrastructure
When they decided to host on-farm events, the
infrastructure required significant work to be ready
for the public. Improving the trails on the property,
renting a portable washroom and re-designing the
parking facilities were required before inviting customers
onto the property. The washroom was required to
qualify for an Ontario tourist destination road sign
and the regional Local Food Map designation. Farm 4
has recently built new tables, lath houses and an
irrigation system to create a more pleasant shopping
experience for consumers as they navigate through the
perennials. The shopping area has been rearranged to
help customers find what they are looking for –
organizing plants from A to Z within each category
(shade, sun and native). These improvements are made
over time and based on learning from experience.
Customer parking was a major challenge until 2009
when the lot was relocated away from the retail area.
The expanded parking immediately improved the
retail atmosphere by eliminating danger, smells and
noise. Having people walk up the drive encourages
socializing, and Farm 4 finds people are already
having a good time when they get to the garden.
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Timing
The farm is open seven days a week throughout the
season and hosts events during the slower months
of August and September to maintain customer
attendance on the farm. Although the Labour Day
sale is their “end of season” sale, they remain open in
limited capacity until the frost sets in. For the owners,
deciding on the date and time for an event largely
depends on the timing of plants. The plants tell them
“when they are in the number that they should be put
on sale.” The owners believe holding an event over a
long weekend attracts people looking for something
to do when other local attractions are closed. Farm 4
discovered the need to offer food and drinks when
holding lunchtime events or encouraging people to stay
for the afternoon. This is where local community
partners come into play.
Complementing the Product Offering
At any given event, they will have four to six select
vendors on the property – local artists and craftspeople
that create Canadian products. It is important to
Farm 4 that these vendors have a truly unique product
and service offering.
Pricing
To date, Farm 4 events have been free for the
customers. The owners do plan to introduce a fee
for on-farm workshops. The farm is “not a museum,
not a place to walk around and look at things,” but
a business that makes money by selling plants, and
(in the future) running workshops.
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Workshops
The owners have explored the concept of hosting
fee-based workshops. A local businessperson once
told them, “sell knowledge – if you have it, package
it up and people will buy it.” Their idea is to have
customers pay to attend an event. This concept is a
focus shift for Farm 4, and involves selling a service
to its customers in addition to products.

Communication Decisions
Promotion of Events
Farm 4 began by promoting its events at farmers’
markets, handing out thousands of brochures. The
owners saw very small return on investment and
realized “the types of people that attend markets are
different than the types of people that attend gardens.”
They realize a better return on posters placed in local
establishments in Mount Forest and Fergus, than
handing out a brochure to individuals. They use
in-house and free advertising with posters and signs
on their property, “earned media” through stories in
newspapers and gardening publications, as well as
advertisements in regional publications and a Q&A
segment on the local radio station. They also markets
through its website, a brochure, the local food map,
Ontario road signs and events in the local community.
All marketing and promotional materials for the
on-farm events are simple. Farm 4 believes customers
identify with clear, simple messages – a strategy that
has proved successful. To assess the impact of the
advertising and promotion for each event, the owners
and employees talk to customers to find out where
they are from. A customer database is used to track
this information at the point of purchase.
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Value of Partnerships
To add further value, Farm 4 listens to its customers
– an approach that has resulted in partnerships with
several other businesses within the community to
enhance their customers’ experience. With 40% of
the farm’s customers not local to the area, they like
to recommend other local attractions. They believe
customers will be more likely to visit the farm if they
can make a day of it. Farm 4 promotes “weekend
getaways” by partnering with local restaurants, crafts
shops and bed and breakfasts in hopes that customers
will spend the day in the area. These local businesses
are also invited to the farm to exhibit during events.
They are interested in generating plant sales and
contributing to the economic development of the
region, and places significant value on relationships
with these local businesses.

Assessing Performance
The performance of an event is typically measured
against the performance of the same event the previous
year. The owners’ objective is to always “do better than
they have done in the past.” By comparing the sales
and costs of an event to the sales and costs of a typical
day or weekend, they have a pretty good assessment
of the event’s performance. There are a number of
uncertainties around this type of assessment. If an
event is successful and Farm 4 continues to put on the
same event each year, customers might not purchase
in the weeks leading up to the event because they know
there will be a sale on the day of the event.
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Table 4-1 is an example of the range of sales, costs and
gross margins from an event compared to a typical
day in the same period. Cost of production and fixed
costs are not accounted for in these calculations.

Table 4-1: Event Performance Assessment*
Day without
event

Event day

$100-$500

$1,800$3,200

Costs
(labour and
promotions)

$100

$1,500

Gross margin

$0-$400

$300-$1,700

Sales

*Figures and ranges are based on numerous years and
more than one event.

If the midpoints of the ranges are considered averages,
an event day generates an average of $2,200 in
additional sales. Major events require one to two weeks
of preparation time, and the marketing and labour
cost for a given event can be approximated at $1,500,
that’s $1,400 more than a typical day.
Based on the figures in Table 4-1, events generate an
average additional margin of $800. When the high
variability in sales (mostly due to weather) is considered,
the actual additional margin generated could range
from $0 to $1,700.
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In addition to the number of customers and sales
volume, the weather plays into the success of each event.
For example, sales for Farm 4’s Trillium Festival in
2010 were down 25% compared to 2009 – probably
due to the cold, windy and snowy weather during
the 2010 event.
When trying an event for the first time, Farm 4 also
looks at traffic levels in the weeks prior to the event.
The owners consider an event successful if they
attracted more people to the farm than in the weeks
leading up to the event. They described their “What
the H!” event as “a success, for a completely fabricated
event.” Other events such as the Labour Day Weekend
Monster Plant Sale have a slightly different purpose
– taking place at the end of the season and positioned
to “to carry us through the off-season.” The four to
five events they currently hold over about eight days
contribute 30% to 40% of total annual sales for the
year. The owners consider their benchmarks for success
to be very different than farmers’ markets, and decided
to “come home” and host events on what they have
built as a business.

Successes and Challenges
of Event Marketing
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people, and hosting a good event meant trial and error
for running and promoting the event. While the goal
of hosting events is to increase sales, they will “have
a good time, regardless of what happens” and their
“guests are invited to join in the good time.”
The “Canada Day, Eh!” event is considered successful
because it is simply “the best time and so much fun
with all the people contributing to the atmosphere,”
including local vendors, food and music. The Monster
Plant Sale at the end of the season is an “insane success”
because they offer a steeper discount each day,
bringing people back each day of the sale. This event
fuels itself, creating a lot of positive energy by giving
people the opportunity to celebrate with native crafts,
plants, food and vendors.
One of the major challenges faced by Farm 4 was
designing a survey to gather information about its
customers and their receptivity to workshops and
new offerings. It is difficult to design and administer
without a market research background.
The recent decision to move their catalogue online
(and not print it) does risk losing some older Farm 4
customers who may not be comfortable online.
Understanding who your customers are – and the best
ways to reach them – becomes especially important.

When Farm 4 owners started hosting on-farm events,
they felt they lacked focus, ideas, time and money,
and were unable to attract the types of customers they
wanted. They know a good party is based around the
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In the Farmers’ Words

Time Really Is Money

Going to Markets or Shows vs.
Farm-Gate/Home-Based Business

“Never undervalue your time. It’s your single greatest
asset. Be realistic in applying a cost value to the time
you invest in your business.

“If you have a product to sell and the harvest
(or production) comes in a concentrated time frame,
going to market may be the best option. You have
a limited open window and you need to connect
with your customer.
If you want to set yourself/your product apart as
special or one-of-a-kind, choose your venue very
carefully, or risk being overwhelmed by low-cost,
low-quality knock-offs.
Avoid markets where the vendors are amateurs,
retirees, weekenders, etc. They may or may not
need the money. This is likely not their primary
income source. The result: because they’re pleased
just to make some extra cash, they’ll undercut the
prices you need to make a living.
Don’t count on residual business: that is, customers
who meet you at a market/show and subsequently
come to your farm gate place. If it happens, it’s a
bonus. People who go to markets/shows go there
for a reason: that’s where they like to shop.

You can spend that asset preparing for and standing
at a market – in other words, investing in someone
else’s business venture – or you can invest that asset
in your own enterprise.
Our experience was that when we did markets and
shows full time, we were seldom at our own property.
We had little time to build and grow our business or
to develop the events that now produce the bulk of
our income. It’s a choice.
Our conclusion: build your own brand, not someone
else’s. Your own show is the best show.”
~ Farm 4, plant farm owners
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.

If you want to develop a farm-gate/home-based
business, you can waste a lot of time, energy and
money chasing customers at markets/shows who
have no intention of following you home.”
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Case Study 5:
Managing Product Lines, Package Sizes
and Flavours: Costing and Margin Analysis
to Improve Marketing Performance
The names and figures within this document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.
Farm 2, an organic dairy, has established a strong
brand of organic ice cream, frozen yogurt, and fresh
and whole yogurt. Today, its main focus is staying
competitive by increasing efficiency and effectiveness
in both production and marketing. These activities
require good costing information and margin analysis,
to make pricing decisions for its products and delivery
service. An Excel-based costing tool helps Farm 2
identify high- and low-margin products, providing
important insights into where cost reductions will have
the greatest impact. This tool has also provided insights
into which products to maintain, which to grow
through promotions and pricing, and which to drop.

Overview of Operation
Farm 2 started producing organic milk in the early
1990s. Soon after, the operator discovered a market
opportunity in organic ice cream, a mostly non-existent
segment in Ontario. After conducting basic research
into the market potential, including an assessment of
different marketing channels, Farm 2 decided to invest
in an on-farm processing facility. In 1999, they began
producing organic ice cream and selling it through
off-farm events and retail stores. In 2004, an on-farm
café with a store was added to the marketing channels.

After 12 years in business, Farm 2 is a well-established
brand. Its ice cream continues to be marketed through
off-farm events (see Case Study 2 – Off-Farm
Marketing for Branding and Promotion: Keeping
Track of the Financial Performance of Each Event),
the on-farm café and a number of retail stores. Farm 2
ships to a few local stores directly, but reaches the
majority of stores through distributors. The farm also
offers on-farm events that attract business to the on-farm
store. Recently, middlemen in local food marketing
– such as 100-mile markets – have started purchasing
from Farm 2. In total, Farm 2 employs three full-time
employees and up to seven seasonal workers.
The main marketing objectives in the early years
were to raise awareness among consumers and
establish Farm 2’s brand. Today, the major focus
is staying competitive by increasing efficiency and
effectiveness in both production and marketing.
Serving a niche segment might be expected to shield
Farm 2 from competition with large branded ice
cream producers, but they actually compete with
many ice cream manufacturers for the percentage
of food budget households have for ice cream.
The operator is wary of the price difference between
his products and his competitors’ products.
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Small-scale on-farm processors face a number of
challenges compared to large-scale operations.
• Large processors have a lower cost per unit of
output because they can spread investments in
processing, distribution and advertising across
more units of output.
• When output levels sharply increase, investment
in large-scale and more automated processing
equipment can add to the cost advantage.
Automation further reduces total unit cost,
as relatively expensive input labour is replaced
with relatively inexpensive input capital.
• Compliance with food safety and quality
assurance requirements is another factor that
contributes to economies of scale.
• Large manufacturers have considerable
negotiating power with suppliers to obtain
volume rebates for all inputs, ranging from
supplies to advertising.
• Small-scale processors face a key disadvantage
in distribution. For example, Farm 2 has some
of their output shipped to British Columbia,
but it is first shipped to Newmarket, Ontario
and bundled with other products heading to
British Columbia. Due to differences in size,
the cost per skid is higher for the short distance
to Newmarket than for the long haul from
Newmarket to British Columbia.

Case Studies

Expanding a processing facility involves risks. If demand
isn’t large enough to create economies of scale, unit cost
can actually increase as a large investment is spread
across an insufficient number of output units. And cost
of production and processing is only one part of the
whole picture. Return on investment is also determined
by marketing performance – the prices obtained in the
marketplace. Analysis is straightforward with one or few
products in one channel but becomes more difficult
as the number of products and/or channels increases.

Making Better
Marketing Decisions
As a producer, Farm 2 has always valued cost
information. When the business began, it was more
important to focus on increasing awareness and
consumer exposure to organics, and Farm 2’s brand
to ensure a viable market. With the brand well
established, attention has shifted to improving
efficiency and profitability while retaining Farm 2’s
founding values. As with any business venture, costing
records and financial analysis are important tools for
evaluating past successes and failures, and projecting
future decisions.
In 2005, a detailed ice cream costing tool was
developed for Farm 2. This Excel-based tool was not
user-friendly and required a good working knowledge
of spreadsheet software for updating and maintenance.
In 2011, Farm 2 revised the tool to be more valuable
with the company’s changes in product line, recipes,
inputs and input prices.
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Costing Records and Analysis
Detailed and accurate costing records provide producers
with the groundwork for important performance
assessment. This assessment is generally done by:

Case Studies

helpful to perform a costing and margin analysis for
each flavour, and then aggregate this information to
arrive at a costing and margin analysis for each of the
10 major products or the three product lines – ice cream,
frozen yogurt, and fresh and whole yogurt.

• comparing and analyzing key performance
indicators such as gross margins across products
or product lines

Margins can also be calculated for the ice cream and
frozen yogurt lines as a whole.

• determining the percentage of total cost
that specific ingredients or ingredient
groups represent

Costing Tool Outline

Detailed costing information is integral to planning
and pricing decisions, allowing a meaningful
minimum price to be determined by adding a target
mark-up on unit cost.

Costing Records at Farm 2
Farm 2 produces four product lines – ice cream
(473 mL, 2.0 L, 5.7 L and 11.4 L tubs), frozen yogurt
(473 mL, 2.0 L, 5.7 L and 11.4 L tubs), fresh yogurt
(0% fat in 750 mL tubs) and whole yogurt (3.5% in
750 mL tubs). For each package size, Farm 2 offers
seven flavours of ice cream, three frozen yogurt
flavours, three whole yogurt flavours and three fresh
yogurt flavours, for a total of 46 separate products.
A separate costing and margin analysis is produced
for each flavour since they use different ingredients
and have different costs. Different products are also
priced differently. This case study focuses on 10 major
products, defined by product line and package size.
The additional effort to set up the workbook in
spreadsheet software for the detailed analysis by
flavour is relatively small. For Farm 2, it would be

The Excel costing tool contains seven tabs or
worksheets that each present a specific function.
The tool does not have a data exchange interface
with other software packages – such as bookkeeping
and accounting programs – and manual data entry
is required to capture the performance in a past
period (typically the firm’s financial year). Data
entry is limited to the first four sheets. Performance
analyses are conducted in the next two sheets, while
the simulation tool in the last sheet is for planning
purposes. The tool is proprietary, so only an overview
is provided with the case study.

Data Entry Tabs
Data entry tabs include the sales data, costs input
and mix costs tabs. The sales data worksheet has been
set up using the same format as the sales reports for
quick and accurate entry. All ingredient, packaging,
variable and overhead costs are recorded on the cost
input tab. Recipes for each of the 50 products are kept
on the mix costs tab and can be manually updated
if any changes occur. This tab generates a price per
kilogram cost for each flavour of raw mix.
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Packaged Product Costs
The amount and cost of mix are allocated to each
package size. Packaging and labeling costs are added
to each package size by linking information in the
cost input tab. Overhead costs attributed directly to
ice cream and yogurt production are then allocated
to each product on a per kilogram basis. These costs
include hydro, gas, bar code fees, disposal fees and
delivery charges. As a final output, this sheet calculates
the direct unit cost for each size and flavour of product,
providing the basis for the gross margin analysis.
Table 5-1 shows the documentation of cost for the
three flavours of one package size (Product C) in one
of the three product lines.
Sales Model
The data from the first four worksheets are used to
calculate the average cost, average price, revenues,
cost of goods sold and gross margin (in dollars and

as a percentage) for each of the 10 products. To keep
the size of the sales model practical, a weighted
average cost of production is calculated for each of
the 10 product categories. Charts presenting this
information are fully integrated so any changes along
the line – from ingredient cost to product volume
– will produce an adjusted result.

Margin Analysis
This worksheet presents the cost and revenue for every
product offered by Farm 2. The key performance
indicator is the gross or contribution margin, and
indicates how much of the product’s revenue is left
after subtracting directly attributable costs (including
fixed costs and a proportion of overhead costs). This
detailed information helps identify underperforming
products with margins below the break-even required
to cover variable and fixed costs. In the example in
Table 5-2, the break-even gross margin is 32%.

Table 5-1: Packaged Product Costs Excerpt –
Adjusted* from Farm 2’s Cost of Production Workbook
Size Y

Mix

Lid

Container

Label

Case

Other
direct

Total

Flavour 1

$1.751

$0.226

$0.435

$0.600

$0.241

$0.601

$3.855

Flavour 2

$1.004

$0.226

$0.435

$0.600

$0.241

$0.601

$3.108

Flavour 3

$1.244

$0.226

$0.435

$0.600

$0.241

$0.601

$3.347

*Figures have been randomly generated to not allow tracing costs and margins to actual values.
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Table 5-2: Margin Analysis Excerpt – Adjusted* from Farm 2’s Cost of Production Workbook
Product

Units

Revenue

Cost

Gross margin
($)

(%)

A

7,067

$27,539.00

$14,044.89

$13,494.11

49%

B

9,869

$24,031.00

$16,581.39

$7,449.61

31%

C

18,973

$8,411.00

$7,401.68

$1,009.32

12%

D

1,367

$50,572.00

$25,286.00

$25,286.00

50%

E

244

$36,146.00

$27,109.50

$9,036.50

25%

F

2,163

$54,311.00

$36,388.37

$17,922.63

33%

G

17,969

$9,802.00

$8,037.64

$1,764.36

18%

H

14,198

$46,251.00

$30,525.66

$15,725.34

34%

I

21,007

$68,212.00

$52,523.24

$15,688.76

23%

J

20,062

$24,042.00

$19,233.60

$4,808.40

20%

112,646

$349,042.00

$237,131.97

$112,185.03

32%

FIXED COSTS

$87,329.00

NET

$24,855.78

TOTAL

*Figures have been randomly generated to not allow tracing costs and margins to actual values.

Tools Worksheet
Two separate analysis tools are shown in this worksheet.
The first tool (Table 5-2) calculates gross margins
and net income for selected scenarios, reflecting price
adjustments and anticipated changes in sales in response
to price changes. For example, the farmer can enter
a proposed price adjustment and the anticipated
resulting change in sales to determine the impact

of the price change on gross margin and net income.
In Table 5-3, the anticipated changes in price and
unit sales (as a percentage of 2010 sales) are entered
into the Adjusted price and Adjusted sales in % of
2010 columns, and the resulting adjustments in unit
sales, revenues, costs and margins are shown in the
last five columns.
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Table 5-3: Tools Worksheet Excerpt – Adjusted* from Farm 2’s Cost of Production Workbook
Adjusted
Adjusted
sales in %
units sold
of 2010

Product B

Units sold
in 2010

Price
in 2010

Adjusted
price

Size 1

1,234

$14.15

$15.00

95%

Size 2

999

$12.50

$13.00

Size 3

2,598

$17.50

Size 4

8,511

$2.89

Adjusted
gross
margin ($)

Adjusted
gross
margin (%)

Adjusted
revenues

Adjusted
direct costs

1,172

$17,584.50

$14,248.83

$3,335.67

18.97%

100%

999

$12,987.00

$9,111.19

$3,875.81

29.84%

$18.50

90%

2,338

$43,256.70

$33,345.21

$9,911.49

22.91%

$2.50

110%

9,362

$23,405.25

$14,213.22

$9,192.03

39.27%

SUBTOTALS

$97,233.45

$70,918.45

$26,315.00

27.06%

*Figures have been randomly generated to not allow tracing costs and margins to actual values.

A simulation can be conducted for several purposes
– for example, to determine the pricing necessary to
achieve a target margin and how the corresponding
price change would likely affect sales and financial
performance. A simulation could also show the likely
impact of strategic choices, such as reducing the price
of a particular product to expand sales or respond to
competitive pressures. The outcome of the simulation
can be directly compared to the numbers from the
margin analysis tab to assess the impact of the
adjustments on financial performance.
The second tool allows Farm 2 to investigate current
gross margins more closely by calculating the breakeven gross margin, and the gross margin required for
a target net income, assuming the current cost structure
remains unchanged.

Results of Costing Analysis
The costing tool was updated in 2011, and detailed
analyses of gross margins and input cost shares were
conducted. The results are presented as follows.

Comparison of Gross Margins
More than one product had a gross margin below the
break-even gross margin. And the product with the
lowest margin was deliberately priced low to attract
consumers. There was considerable variation in gross
margins between the 10 aggregate products. The
variation was more pronounced at the level of product
flavours, where gross margins were up to 20 percentage
points above or below the break-even margin.
Generally, higher-margin products accounted for
relatively small shares in sales, while two of the bigger
sellers (sales by weight) are fairly close the break-even
margin. These results trigger a need to reassess Farm 2’s
product and pricing policy. The main reason for the
margin differences are in the mix costs, which can
differ significantly between flavours.
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Identifying Ingredients with a High Share
in Mix Costs
Ingredients with a high share in the mix cost can be
identified by calculating the share of each ingredient
in the mix cost for a flavour. These ingredients provide
the biggest lever for cost reductions. There is no general
rule for when an ingredient’s share in the mix cost is
considered large, but using this information helps
prioritize where to start looking for cost reductions.
Trimming 10% off the price of an ingredient – that
makes up 35% of the mix cost – will reduce the total
mix cost by 3.5%. To achieve the same results with an
ingredient that makes up 7% of the mix cost would
require cutting its cost by half. For Farm 2, the mix
cost share of the top ingredient in an individual flavour
ranged from 27% to 48% across all product lines.
Packaging material, including carton boxes for sizes
smaller than 11.4 L, is an important input cost for
Farm 2. For the ice cream product line, packaging
represents from 10% to 35% of total variable cost per
product, mostly depending on package size. Farm 2’s
small scale of operation presents a number of challenges
when purchasing packaging materials. The office
manager has identified a number of challenges and
success factors for keeping the cost of packaging
material in check.
Bundling – Most suppliers will not bundle batches
of the same size packaging material that has different
print/labels, to qualify for minimum order sizes or
volume rebates. Find a supplier flexible enough to serve
the needs of small processors, allowing order bundling
for the same package size but different labels, for
volume rebates. Pitch the idea to potential suppliers
as a business opportunity.
Minimum orders – The minimum order sizes are
different for containers and lids. Develop a production
schedule of quantities and timing well in advance,
ideally for a whole year. This approach means projecting
how much of each product is sold and when.
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Storage space – Taking advantage of volume rebates
to meet minimum order sizes requires a lot of storage
space. Have a clearly designated area for packaging
material that is large enough and complies with food
safety and hygiene regulations.
Inventory management – Minimum order sizes also
means packaging material may be stored for a long time,
requiring good inventory management. Keep track of
inventory and projected use of all packaging material
to avoid running out and identify opportunities for
future order bundling to receive volume discounts.

Product Line Costing
and Sales Decisions
Certain ingredients can be very expensive. Some
ingredients may be priced high year-round – others
may have prices that fluctuate. Not all customers will
be prepared to pay a large enough premium on products
containing high-priced ingredients to generate a
sufficient margin. Some products might not sell
enough to keep in the product line, while others do not
work from a technical perspective. Keeping problematic
products may increase the cost of production without
sufficiently raising revenue. Farm 2 has addressed
these ongoing challenges in different ways.

Replace Skimmed Milk Powder with
In-House Production
Until 2009, Farm 2 used organic skimmed milk
powder for ice cream and frozen yogurt production.
But at $18,000 a skid, it was very expensive. They also
noted that using skimmed milk powder in ice cream or
frozen yogurt leaves a dry aftertaste. Cost and quality
considerations justified replacing this ingredient,
but there is no direct substitute available.
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• Up-front investment: $50,000

As a by-product of ice cream production Farm 2
produces skimmed milk, but it is not concentrated
enough to use directly in ice cream or yogurt
production. With no other use for the skimmed milk,
it had been discarded in the past. Recently, the
operator learned about reverse osmosis technology that
can condense skimmed milk by 28% for ice cream
and 55% for frozen yogurt production.
Before investing in reverse osmosis technology, Farm 2
conducted a break-even analysis on the viability of
replacing skimmed milk powder with in-house
production using a simple investment calculation.
• Annual equipment capacity: 50 work units
(e.g. one work unit might be condensing one
ton of skimmed milk by 28%)
• Projected use at 2009 sales levels: 30 work units
(leaving room for future growth)

• Operating cost, including maintenance and
repairs, per work unit: $500
• Cost of skimmed milk powder saved per work
unit: $1,280
• Net benefit or gain per work unit: $780
The break-even number of work units that recover
the investment through the net gain is calculated by
dividing the investment by the net gain per work unit:
$50,000 ÷ $780 = 64.1
A break-even analysis can also be set up like Table 5-4.
At 30 work units per year, the investment will have
paid off after roughly two years. After that period,
the annual savings are projected to be $23,400, or
30 work units at $780 net gain each.

Table 5-4: Chart for Break-Even Analysis
Operating cost

Cost for
skimmed milk
powder saved

Work units1

Fixed cost

Net gain

0

$50,000

$0

$0

-$50,000

15

$50,000

$7,500

$19,200

-$38,300

30

$50,000

$15,000

$38,400

-$26,600

45

$50,000

$22,500

$57,600

-$14,900

60

$50,000

$30,000

$76,800

-$3,200

75

$50,000

$37,500

$96,000

$8,500

For example, one work unit might be condensing one ton of skimmed milk by 28%. In this case, two work units would be
required to condense skimmed milk by 55%.
1
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This is not a complete investment analysis because
financing costs are not considered and future gains
are not discounted. But the break-even analysis
provides an initial assessment that is easy to interpret.
There is no general rule for the break-even point that
justifies an investment. A number of factors play a role,
but breaking even after two years should make the
investment lucrative, especially because skimmed milk
powder had a high share in total ingredient cost.

Remove Raspberry Ice Cream from
Product Line Due to Slow Sales
Farm 2 has made decisions to drop certain products
for different reasons in the past. In the first year,
raspberry ice cream did not sell well. Nothing pointed
at a real problem – there were no off flavours or aromas,
or quality problems. The operator believes raspberry
simply wasn’t fashionable among the customers at
that time.
Products with low sales hurt financial performance
in a number of ways:
• setup and cleaning costs for production and
filling are spread across a smaller number of
products and thus increase unit cost
• inventory management becomes more costly
• takes longer to recoup the cost invested in the
product due to slow turnover
• shelf space taken up by slow-moving products
can’t be used for faster-moving products that
would bring in more revenue
The operator decided to take the raspberry flavour
out of the product line because of its insufficient
margin. Raspberry was replaced by strawberry
flavour, which has been a much faster-moving and
more successful product.
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Remove 175 mL Yogurt from
Product Line
In 2004, Farm 2 identified a demand for yogurt sold
in small containers and responded 175 mL container
for the whole and fresh yogurt lines. Filling the small
container proved to be a technical challenge. The
process was labour- and resource-intensive, and the
return did not seem worth the effort. Concerns about
the environmental impact of the additional packaging
material, compared to 750 mL containers, added to the
decision to drop this product from the yogurt line.

Delivery
Farm 2 has deliberately chosen to use distributors to
deliver its products, and does not have the resources
to deal with hundreds of retail stores. Farm 2 also
recognizes they cannot transport product as efficiently
as its distributors who reduce costs by bundling supply
and demand, allowing for larger transport units.
Farm 2 initially looked to increase its presence in the
local market by delivering directly to select local
customers. Until now, the cost of this service has been
kept down by having an employee drop off orders for
customers located close to the employee’s route to or
from work. But it is important to recover the cost of
the delivery from the retailer. Most orders delivered by
Farm 2’s employees are small and can be transported
in the employee’s personal car.
Potential customers often request ice cream delivery
at no charge or a very small additional charge.
Although the benefit from increased sales is clearly
visible – and often tempting – the operator has decided
to charge the full cost of delivery, including labour,
fixed costs and variable costs. This approach has
prevented some new customer acquisitions but also
avoided subsidizing delivery from profitable enterprises.
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If Farm 2 handled the delivery directly, the unit cost
of products would increase tremendously, due to the
small quantities shipped. Delivery costs are the
greatest barrier to further market penetration, even
close to the Farm 2 site.

Marketing Implications of
Costing and Margin Analysis
Updating and editing the costing analysis worksheet
for Farm 2 has provided interesting insights into the
business of on-farm production. The analysis tools
developed have generated a number of discussion
points and general guidelines for decision-making.
• A category with a gross margin below a specific
target or below the break-even margin signals
that costs are too high and/or revenues too low.
This can trigger the search for ways to reduce
costs or change the price (but raising the price
may decrease demand). Reviewing gross margins
can also trigger a discussion about the extent
that low-margin products or categories serve as
“loss leaders,” attracting customers who buy the
high-margin products that generate a profit.
• Information on sales trends for products or
product lines, together with margin information,
can help identify products to maintain, grow or
drop. Additional insights from customers and
distributors will help make a better decision.
There are a number of applicable decision
guidelines, including:
• Products with declining sales, small sales
or margins below the break-even margin
are obvious candidates for being dropped
from the product list.
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• When thinking about adding a new
flavour or package size to a product (line)
that is growing in sales and has strong
margins, the degree of “cannibalism”
between flavours must be considered.
Will adding a flavour really generate more
sales, or simply take away from the sales
of established flavours?
• Attracting customers to stores with
“loss leaders” – products that are priced
below total cost – can make sense, but
base this strategy on evidence that the
increase in sales of other products more
than compensates for the loss. Start by
establishing what volume of other
products has to be sold to cover the loss.
When a “loss leader” strategy is based on
valid evidence, communicate to customers
over and over again about the great value
they are getting. This message is easier
when the loss occurs during special
promotions with substantial rebates rather
than through a low price year-round.
• Items with a high share of total sales but
low margins are particularly worrisome
– requiring considerable resources but not
contributing to positive income. If costs
can’t be lowered, prices need to be raised.
That doesn’t necessarily mean sales will
plunge and stay low – a loyal customer
base accepts moderate price changes that
maintain the operation’s viability.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.

• Categories with high margins but low
sales volume are candidates for
promotional activities to increase sales.
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Case Study 6:
Managing Expectations: Balancing Retirement
Lifestyle with Producing and Marketing Honey
The names and figures within the document have been
modified to protect confidential business information.
When Farmer 6 retired, he turned a passion for
beekeeping into a small-scale agricultural enterprise.
Balancing business demands with regular travel
required him to make strategic choices about which
marketing channels to pursue. Setting clear business
and lifestyle goals has helped to guide his decisions.

Overview of Operation
Farmer 6 and the bees have been producing honey
since 2003. The business began as a hobby and has
evolved into a retirement project that reflects the
lifestyle Farmer 6 and his wife desire. The business
allows him to stay occupied during retirement, and
allows Farmer 6 and his wife to travel, which is a
passion of theirs. At times, the desire to travel or to
enjoy retired life has been made a higher priority than
the business. They have decided what they are looking
for in retirement and how to incorporate these goals
into their business decisions. The goal of the business
is to allow them to maintain a certain lifestyle – but
breaking even and earning an income is a long-term
growth objective for the beekeepers. The balance
between business demands and their desired lifestyle
guides the expansion rate for the business.

Marketing Channels
Farmer 6 is passionate about beekeeping and truly
loves sharing his knowledge by giving talks with local
community groups, family and friends. Products are
promoted through word of mouth with sales via an
honesty box at the end of the driveway. This approach
allows Farmer 6 and his wife to manage the demand
for their products. They are also interested in
expanding their hobby to a break-even point.

Synergistic Opportunities
Selling through retail stores and bakeries is an
opportunity. But with supply affected by weather,
Farmer 6 cannot guarantee the regular quantities those
channels require. Selling to locations where Farmer 6
cannot be present doesn’t mesh with his commitment
to education about beekeeping and honey.
They considered attending a local farmers’ market
where Farmer 6 could personally sell the product he
is passionate about and have control over his customers’
purchasing experience. But the market doesn’t offer
much flexibility in the number of days and period of
time vendors are required to be there. This type of
schedule would prevent Farmer 6 and his wife from
regular travel every season, and does not align with
their lifestyle goals. The farmers’ market does offer the
social environment, but the lifestyle constraints and
possibility of a demand that outstrips his production
capacity have discouraged them from exploring
markets or other sales channels including community
supported agriculture (CSA) and an online store.
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Key Problems and Decisions
Marketing Channels
The business has been approached by bakeries for bulk
quantities of honey to use in baked goods. Farmer 6
can’t consistently meet this demand because of factors
that influence the production season. Expanding his
operation would help production levels, but he doesn’t
want to risk not being able to fulfill orders.
Expanding direct marketing channels will help him
meet his long-term lifestyle goals. Direct marketing
offers the opportunity for social networking and
interaction. By engaging with the community and
meeting new people, Farmer 6 is indirectly marketing
his product and giving customers an opportunity to
get to know him. This approach will help Farmer 6
generate demand for his product. For him, attending
a nearby farmers’ market has some legitimate appeal.

Consumers
Wellington County has a population of more than
200,000 and surrounds the cities of Guelph, Kitchener,
Cambridge and Milton. Consumers in this region are
looking for unique, locally produced products with a
story. They are interested in how and where products
are produced, and many are willing to pay more for
these products. Farmer 6’s honeybee story is what will
sell his product. Word of mouth has been working to
date, and expanding into other channels will allow his
story to be heard more widely and create more word
of mouth from interactions with him.

Case Studies

Pricing
For the last several decades, large manufacturers have
dominated the grocery store shelves and kept prices
low to increase market share. This strategy makes it
difficult for a small-scale project like Farmer 6’s to
compete on price. Pricing is also a difficult business
decision – there is a range of prices for different honey
products and determining the most appropriate level
is complicated. Farmer 6 prices his products slightly
lower than the average grocery store prices for honey
produced by a leading manufacturer, but is questioning
if this is the appropriate price when delivery is involved
or when attending markets or fall fairs. Table 6-1
shows his relatively low price has barely allowed him
to make any profit. Diversifying marketing channels
might draw a larger customer base to his product
offerings, and allow him to increase the price slightly.
If the loss of some sales to current customers is offset
by winning new customers, the impact on financial
performance will be positive.

Areas Requiring Research
Demand
Assessing overall and seasonal demand is one of the
major challenges faced by business. The supply of
honey is weather- and season-dependent, and
determining how much to produce and if there is
customer demand for the product is key. Honey does
not spoil so excess supply is a minor issue. The bigger
issue is when product demand outstrips supply.
Knowing who your customers are, what they are
willing to pay for a product with a story, and how price
affects their demand is something that needs to be
explored further.
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Business Planning Factors
Farmer 6 feels it is important to consider the market
factors, including time, price and costs, when planning
and developing business goals. Determining the
margins required to generate a target income is critical
to an effective business strategy and marketing plan.
Currently, he markets his product by word of mouth
and through the local food map. He is able to manage
and assess demand levels for his product because he
understands the channels he is using.

Case Studies

In Farmer 6‘s opinion, it’s important to look for
value-added by-products from your production.
He uses beeswax to make candles as an inexpensive
way to turn a “waste” product into something people
are interested in buying. His challenge is to not
generate more demand than he can fulfill, for the
candles and the honey. It’s also important to know
the competition in a new marketing channel, like
a farmers’ market.

Assessing Performance
Trade-Offs
There are trade-offs in a retirement business like this.
Farmer 6 faced the decision of whether to keep direct
control of the sales or sell through others. He is choosing
between preserving the validity and authenticity of his
product’s story by selling it himself, or enjoying the
convenience of having others sell his product but risk
that the story is conveyed inaccurately. The benefit of
this retirement enterprise is having freedom to explore
different channels, not being dependent on the income
and enjoying your agricultural business as a hobby.
Selling through word of mouth has been a good
marketing tactic for them. Understanding when to
invest in more equipment and interpreting early
indications of honey supply in a given season are still
a challenge. Deciding which price levels are competitive
– given the nature of different marketing channels –
is also difficult. One thing a honey producer can do
is track information on the costs of inputs, supplies
and time. This information helps understand per unit
cost, which will translate into a pricing strategy
depending on the margins targeted and achieved.

Since starting this business, Farmer 6 has kept track
of expenses and receipts related to beekeeping, honey
production and marketing. For the first six years,
he did not make any profit – honey production was
not profitable and the learning curve was steep.
In 2010, revenues exceeded expenses. To track business
performance in a systematic way, he used an enterprise
budget with variable and fixed costs broken down
in detail.
Fixed production costs are incurred regardless of the
level of production and include licenses and general
insurance, professional dues and fees, and calculated
depreciation of equipment and machinery. Variable
costs of production are incurred when production
actually starts and vary with the level of production.
They include queen and bee purchases, feed, medication
and supplies. Both types of cost are only reported
as aggregate numbers in Table 6-1 as the focus is
on marketing-related costs.
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Table 6-1: Enterprise Budget for Farmer 6’s Beekeeping –
Marketing Honey and Wax Products
Total
TOTAL RECEIPTS (A)

Per hive

$4,223.15

$211.16

$4,174.15

$208.71

$49.00

$2.45

$1,473.13

$73.66

$285.65

$14.28

$1,928.55

$96.43

Containers (for quantities sold)

$268.55

$13.43

Labels (for quantities sold)

$489.00

$24.45

Not applicable

Not applicable

Website (annual costs)

$346.00

$17.30

Promotional material/brochures

$185.00

$9.25

Purchases for resale

$640.00

$32.00

Not applicable

Not applicable

TOTAL COST (D)

$3,687.33

$184.37

GROSS/CONTRIBUTION MARGIN (A-B)

$2,750.02

$137.50 ($2.42/hr)

$535.82

$26.79 ($0.47/hr)

Total receipts honey
Total receipts wax
VARIABLE COST OF PRODUCTION (B)
FIXED COST OF PRODUCTION (C)
MARKETING COSTS

Transport/delivery

Fees (e.g. farmers’ market)

NET PROFIT (A-D)

With 20 hives, Farmer 6’s business is a small
operation. The gross or contribution margin of
$2,750 must cover all fixed costs and the marketing
cost. A net profit (before taxes) remains after all costs
have been subtracted. Table 6-1 shows his beekeeping
business has earned him a little more than $500 in

2010. Considering he spent about 1,088 hours on
production and 50 on marketing, the resulting
return on each hour of his time is low. But Farmer 6
is pleased that all costs are covered, as laid out in his
personal and business goals. If he sold all his
production wholesale, he would have needed a price
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of slightly more than $2.00 per pound to do equally
well. At $1.57 per pound wholesale, he would have
broken even. Given that prices were above average
in 2010 and he could have received more than $2.00
per pound wholesale, he would have done better
financially selling wholesale. But that route would
mean less personal interaction with customers –
a part of the business he enjoys.
The business is not driven primarily to create a
profitable operation. Farmer 6 and his wife’s primary
goal is to balance their lifestyle with a desire to provide
a product others enjoy. This goal has been evident in
their business decisions. He has decided not to attend
a new farmers’ market during the summer months
because his travel plans would conflict with the market
schedule. Farmer 6 is uncertain how much demand
the market would generate, and is concerned it might
outstrip supply. When pricing his product, he has
decided to sell his honey for slightly less than the
major brands sold in grocery stores based on a desire
to share his enthusiasm rather than maximize his profit.
When delivering his product, Farmer 6 does not
incorporate travelling costs into the price because
primary customers are through friends and family,
and deliveries are often personal visits. When giving
a presentation on beekeeping in the community –
for example, at retirement homes – he does not charge
a fee or view the opportunity as a promotional activity.
He sees it as an opportunity to share his passion.
Farmer 6 is not motivated to generate profits, and
makes decisions based on personal connections to
the community and his love of beekeeping.
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Winter Loss Challenges
The beekeeping industry across Canada is experiencing
some major setbacks because of increased winter losses
in recent years. Recently, Farmer 6 experienced a
20% winter loss. He is disappointed with this loss
but pleased that his bee loss will be below what he
expects to be the average for Ontario this winter.
The challenge is to learn more, research more and
adapt more so parasites, viruses and diseases play a
lesser part in the lives of the bee and the beehive.

In the Farmer’s Words
“My business is not my livelihood. I am retired and
have the good fortune to have a hobby that pays for
itself. My passion for the bees drives me to improve
my practices. I can also develop and improve my
hobby into a viable business while finding the time
to enjoy other retirement activities.
I have stuck with my decision not to participate in
the local farmers’ market during the summer months.
But after much discussion and agreements with others,
I am sharing a booth with another beekeeper and will
be at the market in the fall. My only concern is that
my honey production will be high enough to maintain
the increased volume of sales. The fact that I had a
better than average wintering contributed to this
decision – now all I need is for Mother Nature to give
us an early spring, a long and warm summer, and
enough rain to allow all the wild flowers to flourish.”
~ Farmer 6, beekeeper
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Info Sheet:
The Importance of Business Intelligence
and Marketing Research
Business intelligence and market research aim to
provide information to make better business decisions.
This type of information can provide knowledge
on how to leverage sales by answering a number of
key questions.
• Who will buy, or is buying and using my
products or services?
• Who are my competitors and what products
are competing with mine?

• introducing a new product or service (e.g. event)
• investing in direct marketing infrastructure
(e.g. on-farm store, parking lot or a pavilion)
• finding demographic information about
municipalities and neighbourhoods (e.g. for a
delivery service)
• opening a stand at a farmers’ market
• using advertising and promotion effectively,
and tracking its performance

• What benefits am I selling to the customer?
• What is the customer prepared to pay?
• What does the customer like?
• Where does the customer come from?
• How much does the customer need and how
can I build market share?
Although intelligence and research have the same
broad purpose, they produce different types of
information and are conducted in different ways.
To show the difference between the two, it’s
necessary to describe how they work (i.e. which data
and information sources are used and how they can
be processed and analyzed) and how they typically
work together to help the direct marketing farmer
make decisions and solve problems. This information
helps farmers make important direct marketing
decisions about:

Business Intelligence
Business intelligence is a fancy word for what
entrepreneurs already do – collect and process
information about their industry, their firm, their
consumers and customers, trends in the regulatory
environment, business opportunities and threats,
and technological developments required to stay
up-to-date in business strategy and operations.
Large companies spend a great amount of money
and resources collecting diverse types of data from
various sources. This information is often entered
and processed in expensive database software to
condense data into meaningful information for
decision making. The average entrepreneur does this
through note keeping and thinking.
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Industry Publications and
Information Sources
There are publications on virtually every component
of the sector that are available for free or a low cost
and can typically be accessed online. The publication
may be offered daily, weekly or monthly and be
published on a website or delivered by mail or email.
Industry publication can provide insight about what
others have done in similar situations, and may include
a “how to” guide or case studies. Commodity specific
publications can provide information on what
competitors are doing to gain more customers. Federal
and provincial governments publish news releases on
their websites to communicate new programs they
are offering.

Use Your Business Networks
Communicate with others in your business network,
including colleagues and friends. Your network may be
able to provide opportunities to attend presentations
or workshops on a variety of topics, such as direct
marketing, social media, a new government funding
program or sector trends. Attending presentations or
workshops helps you interact with people interested
in the same topic, as well as the instructor who has
expertise in the area.
Business networks are also good for consulting when
making business decisions. People in business
networks have likely had similar experiences and may
have best practices to share about what works and
what does not.

Direct Observation
Observing your customers directly can be very helpful
in understanding their needs and interests, and then
using this information in business decisions. Noting
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when and what your customers purchase is helpful
for future product decisions. Look for the format
customers prefer when purchasing good, i.e. size of
container or buying in bulk. Observing customers
helps determine how they are behaving in their natural
environment, as a customer’s actions may not always
mirror the answers they give when asked.
It’s important to observe your competition at all levels
– locally, provincially, nationally and globally. Keeping
tabs on the competition provides insight into what they
are selling and who they are selling to. Observe their
marketing techniques and how successful they are at
attracting customers. Competitors aren’t always open
to sharing information, so observing them can be a
good alternative.

Intelligence Sources within
Your Business
There is a wealth of knowledge within your business
that is an important source of business intelligence.
Internal sales records, costs of production and margin
analysis of products in each marketing channel provide
insight into what products are most profitable. Be sure
to regularly talk to staff and sales personnel because
they speak directly with your customers. Staff usually
hear comments from customers about new ideas or
preferences, and this information can be critical when
solving a business problem or making a future
business decision.
These approaches to gathering business intelligence
are regular ongoing activities for many companies.
But when faced with a particular decision problem,
knowing the specific information you need can help
collect business intelligence in a more targeted way or
initiate marketing research. For example, staff could
be instructed to look or ask for specific information
to gain insights into a market question.
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Marketing Research
Marketing research is a more formal process to compile
consumer and market information about a specific
question or course of action. Marketing research is
typically conducted by a five step process.

Step 1: Identify the Problem
The objective of market research is to gain answers
to a specific question. Identifying the specific problem
can be difficult – it should be specific enough to
provide valuable information but not so specific that
it focuses on only a small portion of your business.
Don’t make assumptions when developing the problem,
but pose it as a question to be answered. For example,
a research question could be “Would people like to
purchase my products somewhere other than a farmers
market?” A better question would be “Would people
come to an on-farm store and purchase my products?”

Step 2: Devise the Research Plan
Once the research problem is identified, determine
the best method for collecting the information needed
to answer your question. When devising a plan,
answer the following questions:
1. What amount of resources would you like
to allocate to research?
2. Are you going to solely rely on business
intelligence or are you going to conduct
specific market research?
3. Who are you going to ask your research
questions to (if anyone)?
4. What methods are you going to use to
conduct market research?
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There are two types of marketing research that can
be collected.
Primary research collects data specifically for the
research question from the sample or group of people
identified in your research plan. Surveys are a form
of primary research that accesses a variety of
individuals, including current and potential customers.
A survey can be conducted in person by staff, online
via a website, by email or by mailing to your customer
database. Interviews are also primary research and
often provide information more detailed than a survey.
Interviews can be done on an individual basis or within
a group setting (focus group) as part of a hosted event.
Secondary research involves reviewing reports and
studies relating to your research question that already
exist. This research can come from reports published
by Statistics Canada, Ministry of Agriculture and
Food and Ministry of Rural Affairs, Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada, and sector agencies or research
institutes. This information is typically accessed
online and is usually free.

Step 3: Collect Data
Collecting data can be a time consuming and costly,
but not if you use your resources, such as staff and
free publications. For example, sales staff could survey
customers and collect contact information at the
point of purchase.
Create data logo sheets to use when collecting data in
your operation. For example, Table 1 is a data log sheet
that could be customized to collect information on
time spent on each marketing channel. See Appendix 1
for more details and examples of data log sheets.
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Table 1: Excerpt of Data Collection Sheet
Activity

On-farm store/sales
(time in minutes)

Restaurants
(time in minutes)

Wholesale
(time in minutes)

Pack into/take out of freezers
Sales call/personal meeting
Staffing on-farm store
Delivery
TOTAL TIME

Online surveys using free software can be developed
with sales staff encouraging customers to complete
when they get home. If you have a clear plan and
stick to it, the collection phase can be relatively easy.
The only time limits for collection are those you set
for yourself.

Step 4: Analyze Data
After data is collected, analyze it in a way to shed light
on the question or problem you set out to address.
There are several levels of analysis – review the
information yourself and gain insights or work with a
research firm to analyze the data. Several of the online
survey software programs analyze survey results, so it
is simply a matter of interpreting what the results mean
to your business problem/decision.

Step 5: Report and Interpret Results

How Business Intelligence
and Market Research Work
Together to Solve Problems
What to Expect from Specific Examples
When trying to solve a business problem, uncover
and obtain as much information around the issue as
possible. Engage in business intelligence and market
research to get enough insight to solve your problem.
Business intelligence is a good practice for day-to-day
operations, and market research is more intentional,
focused on the bigger picture to better understand
your customers. Combining both methods can
produce a wealth of information and put you in a
better position to make a business decision or address
an existing issue. Specific examples are explained to
illustrate different techniques used from both types
of research to gain information.

Once the data is analyzed, formulate conclusions
from the information received. These conclusions
should provide answers to your research question or
at least provide information to some parts of the
research problem and ideas for further research.
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Create a Survey
When creating a survey, determine what questions
you want answered and why this information will be
useful. This process is the same as determining research
objectives when using market research. Surveys for
data collection require defining a purposeful objective
and also an investment in design. For example, if you
are wondering if events would draw customers to your
farm to make purchases you could ask, “What type
of event would you attend at the farm?” and you can
leave an option for customers to select none of these.
If you were interested in partnering with other
businesses you could ask your customers “Who else
do you visit when making a trip to our store?”
Surveys can be entirely qualitative (open ended
answer responses) or quantitative (fixed option
questions such as multiple choice, ranking, etc.).
Both types are helpful. Quantitative questions can
provide a good overview of customers based on set
responses. Qualitative questions can provide more
specific examples by requiring customers to elaborate
on their thoughts and opinions and report on what
comes to mind, instead of selecting an option from
a set of alternatives.
After determining the purpose of the survey, it’s time
to design questions. For example, your survey can be
part of your research on the marketplace competition.
Survey questions can include other places customers
visit to purchase a product similar to yours, why they
purchase from a particular retailer, why a customer
purchases your product, etc. The purpose of the survey
will determine who the respondents will be. If the
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purpose of the research is to determine if your
customers would come to a farmers’ market, you
would ask current customers. Using your business
network to complete a survey can also be valuable.
There are several ways to administer a survey –
the method you choose may depend on the financial
resources allocated to a survey. Surveys can be
completed by mail, in-store or online. Determine the
best way to reach your customers. If your customer
base is mostly elderly people, an online email based
survey might not be an effective way to get their
input, but an in-store or mail based survey would
be appropriate.
There are several survey development websites that
are easy to use and provide a range of pre-set question
types. The services may also provide a link to email
the survey to your customer database. Compare the
services regarding fees, ease of cancellation and
analysis reports provided.

Create and Use a Customer Database
A customer database provides both business
intelligence and a useful resource when conducting
market research. If you do not have a customer
database, there are two steps to get started – determine
how you are going to collect information, and then
determine what and how much information to collect
from customers. Figure out what you want to do
with the information before setting out to collect it.
It’s not worth asking customers for information that
isn’t useful for your business.
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How you want to use the database will determine
what information you need to collect. If you only
want to send email updates from the database, then
only collect a small amount of information. But if
you want to mail customers a coupon on their
birthday, you need to gather more information from
each customer. How you collect the information
depends on the information you are after. To collect
database information in-store, ask for postal codes at
the cash or add a signup list to the bottom of receipts
or your website. If you want to introduce people at
an off-farm event to more of your products, collect
customer information by hosting a contest to give
away products.
The most important aspect of collecting database
information is recording the information in an
electronic format (e.g. Microsoft Excel file). Electronic
files ensure that all the information is saved in one
location. Keep your database updated. This can be a
resource intensive process to follow up with individuals
for their current information.
A database can benefit your company in several ways,
but be sure to provide a reason for people to sign up.
You can use your database to communicate important
information to your customers including promotions
or special upcoming events. You can add value to their
experience at your location with incentives such as an
electronic newsletter that includes a coupon to redeem
on their next visit. This type of motivator encourages
people to stay signed up and spread the word to others.
Your database can also be used in making business
decisions – polling customers with a business question
to understand their opinions or soliciting them with
a more formal survey.
However you use your customer database, be sure to
determine the amount of information you collect and
what you plan to do with it, as it may be confidential.
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Attend a Farmers’ Market or Off-Farm Event
When attending a farmers’ market or off-farm event,
there are two things to consider about conducting
market research and gaining business intelligence,
before you go. A customer analysis is important when
considering entering a direct marketing channel
off-farm, to ensure your customers support the
endeavour. A competitor analysis in the marketplace
determines if competitors are already supplying
this market.
Business intelligence and marketing research help
determine if your current customer base will support
the new business channel or if you need to attract new
customers. Start by deciding how to collect information
about who is going to purchase your products at these
venues. Consider surveying current customers, asking
whether they would be likely to go to the new venue.
Use marketing research tools (customer database and
survey development skills) to determine where your
customers live to help determine which venues to
attend. Be sure to attract new customers too, unless
your goal is to redirect customers to a new channel.
Use business intelligence to determine which type
of individuals live in a particular area using census
information. Visiting the contemplated farmers’ market
or event may give insights into the products people
are buying. Contacting the market manager may
provide information on customer demographics for
that market. And use your business network to provide
insights about the event including average attendance,
culture and values of the festival, the type of purchasers
that attend and the type of product to sell at a venue.
Gaining information on potential competition is
equally important when attending an event, farmers’
market or any other marketing channel. When
analyzing the competition, determine the number
and type of competitors who would be present,
including both direct and indirect competition.
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When attending a farmers’ market, be sure there are
enough vendors to draw customers to the market,
but not too many so that that competition is too high.
When attending a small off-farm event, consider how
many similar vendors will be there selling products
like yours. For example, one organic ice cream producer
has exclusivity at a festival that attracts thousands of
individuals, and they are assured their product is the
one of choice. The same producer chose not to attend
another event because a large multination ice cream
producer was also going to be present. This type of
situation did not match the business’ values and also
posed a competition issue.
Engaging in a new direct marketing channel can be
daunting. Gaining research and intelligence about
the environment you are entering will help you make
informed business decisions and embrace all the
channel has to offer.

Keep Track of Marketing Effectiveness
After completing market research, gathering business
intelligence and implementing a business decision,
review the success of the decision. For example, one farm
delivered a bag on the doorstep of every home in a
particular area to attract new customers. The incentive:
people whoe brought their bag on their next farm visit
would have it filled with a dozen ears of corn for free.
Evaluating the number of bags returned helped
determine if the marketing initiative was successful.
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This tactic doesn’t identify specific customers, but
staff asked customers if it was their first visit at the
point of purchase. Keeping a simple tally provided
the percentage of new customers to the farm.
Social media activities can create a connection with
your customers. Be sure to measure the success of
each individual social media channel you use. There
are several ways to measure success in social media,
depending on your goal. It is easy to track individuals
following you on Twitter or who ‘like’ you on
Facebook. The number of individuals is a good
indicator of the followers, but it’s important to have
quality followers and listen to listen to why people
are talking about your business.
There are also minor things you can change to keep
track of the success of a new initiative. When promoting
a contest in your local area, have individuals call in
questions on a separate phone line or email address set
up specifically for the contest. Whatever you measure,
it’s important to monitor the extent that you achieve
your objective. Finding out more information from
your successes and/or failures provides a starting point
for your next research question.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Info Sheet:
The Power of Social Media
Canadians are among the most active
social media users in the world. More
than half of the population goes on
Facebook every single day.
(Globe and Mail, 2014)
This info sheet provides a quick overview of
important social media guidelines, but is not a
how-to guide for particular social media platforms.
Refer to the particular platform’s website for more
specific information.

Why is Social Media
Important?
Today, most Canadian businesses use Facebook as
their primary or secondary marketing platform.
Almost every established brand has a Facebook and/
or Twitter page. Using a social media platform is
vital for a business; at least 70 per cent of monthly
Facebook users have willingly connected with a local
business (Globe and Mail, 2014). While a website is a
good communications channel, research has shown
that more than 38% of consumers are searching for a
brand on social media channels before they seek out
the website. Social media can provide an opportunity
to create two-way communications with current and
potential customers. Social media is not only used for
marketing purposes. It also allows producers to stay
informed on the most recent trends and stay up to
date with their competitors.
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How to Incorporate Social
Media into Your Business
Research
Social media can be used as a research tool when
making various business decisions. For example,
information on a new piece of farm equipment could
be on someone’s Facebook account and a video of it
in operation on YouTube. You may choose to follow
other direct farm marketers through social media to
get inspiration or ideas. Some industry associations
have private social media groups that allow farmers
to share ideas and provide advice to one another in a
forum not visible to the general public. Social media
engagement can also help you to keep up with your
consumer trends and priorities so that you can match
your business to these demands.
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Marketing
Social media can also be used to connect with the
community. Social media allows people located
geographically across the world to be your digital
neighbour. How social media is used determines
which customers you will attract. Social media allows
producers to reach beyond the customers who come
to their farm or at the farmers’ market, and provides
an outreach opportunity from the comfort of home.
Many farms are already using social media as a
marketing tool to connect with customers. Here are
some examples of how social media can help you
achieve your business goals.
• A farm in Wellington County uses YouTube to
showcase their farming practices to encourage
people to visit their farm.
• Facebook is a way to increase awareness of a
farm by offering exclusive coupons to those
who “like” the farm’s page. This will increase
the number of people aware of your business
and increase foot traffic to your operation.
• Twitter and Facebook help you quickly catch
the attention of your customers to inform them
of a new product available or upcoming special
events.
• You can provide a visual of the quality of
product by posting a photo on Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram.
• The fast pace of Twitter and Facebook helps
quickly communicate any temporary changes
(e.g. if there are road closures on the route to
get to your location).
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Time Commitment

Performance Tracking

Social media doesn’t take a long time to
communicate with a lot of interested individuals.
Posting on Twitter or uploading a video can often be
done from a smartphone. It isn’t important who is in
charge of social media within an organization – they
just need to be passionate about the business and
social media.

It is important to track the successes experienced
with social media, but this can be difficult. People
can be “bystanders” to your social media —
watching and interpreting everything you are doing
without interacting. Most of the measurement tools
focus on the interactions, so a large chunk of your
audience can be unaccounted for.

One farm that focuses on agri-tourism spends
two hours per week managing social media during
their 12-week long season. Another operation has
dedicated an individual to be responsible for social
media, while some farms choose to hire external
companies to help support their social media efforts.
Connecting social media with your website can save
you time as you only need to post the information in
one spot. Once you have committed to using social
media, keep your account(s) updated with
information for your viewers to see. Providing
customers with fresh up to date information will
keep your organization top of mind.

While tracking services are useful, one farm found
“the most valuable feedback has been from
individuals themselves.” Individuals writing on the
Facebook page of a business, uploading a picture of
their visit to the operation or coming to the operation
because of an event they saw on Facebook are
examples of successful outcomes of using social
media. Recognizing why people are talking about
you over social media will provide guidance in the
future.
In addition, depending on which social media
platform you use, there is often built-in analytics or
3rd party analytics that allow you to track the amount
of views and other performance measures. This
allows you to know if your advertising or posts
generate a lot of interest. Beyond performance
statistics, some farms share information about
specific promotions solely through social media
channels. This will provide quick and tangible
insight into the impact of your social media reach!
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Tips and Tricks
Getting Started
• Determine why you are using social media and
which channel best suits your needs. Be clear
and precise in what you want to achieve with
social media and who your target audience is.
• Be aware that social media is only part of an
overall marketing strategy. Social media has to
fit with and not compromise the performance
of the other communication channels.
• Listen (i.e., see what other users are posting
without posting content yourself) to several
channels to determine what types of
conversations are being had about your
operation already.
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• Set up an account for your business on several
social media channels, even if you may not use
them, to ensure your business name is not
being used by another on the site.
• Have one primary social media channel and
use it to direct individuals to your other
channels, and vice versa.
• Specific social media channels can be intended
for a particular purpose. You may have several
channels to meet different audiences.
• Dictate who will update social media and
when, but not how they go about it. An
individual with passion and genuine interest
needs the freedom to communicate.

• Explore prominent social media websites
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube & Instagram) to
see how other direct marketers are using them.
At the end of this document, there are “Further
Resources” that provide more details about
using social media platforms. However, the
best way to learn is to create an account and
experience everything yourself firsthand.
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Setting Yourself up for Success
• Determine what success in social media means
to your operation and base measurement tools
on these indicators. Is it important that your
followers (Twitter) or fans (Facebook) actively
engage in discussions or that they just listen in
to be up-to-date? Or do you want social media
efforts to translate into additional business?
Whatever your goals are, there is a way to
measure the social media performance.
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Moving to the Future
• Recognize that social media and the
conversations you need to have are always
changing, just like your business. Social media
is a dynamic communications channel and will
be ever changing.
• Learn about emerging technology to find out if
your customers can benefit from you engaging
in it.

• Have a policy for how to handle social media,
including negative feedback.
• Stay active in your communications. If you’re
struggling for content ideas, remember that
many farms have found that the day-to-day
activities of their farm are what followers find
most intriguing!
• When communicating with customers, always
be helpful first and focus on creating sales
second. This helpfulness builds a relationship
with customers and can lead to loyalty.
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Further Resources
• “Producers Using Social Media to Stay Informed”
www.fccvision.ca/en/articles/producersusing-social-media-to-stay-informed.html
• Real Agriculture has a variety of documents on
social media on their website
www.realagriculture.com/?s=social+media
• The Simplified Guide to Social Media for Small
Businesses
www.blogtyrant.com/social-media-smallbusiness/
• When engaging in social media, be aware of any
privacy legislation that could affect you. Review
the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of
Canada’s webpage on social media
www.priv.gc.ca/resource/fs-fi/02_05_d_41_
sn_e.asp
• Social Media Marketing Guide
www1.agric.gov.ab.ca/$Department/deptdocs.
nsf/all/explore13596/$FILE/
SocialMediaMarketingGuide-FINAL.pdf
Information about the authors and project background
used as the basis for this resource is in the
Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Info Sheet:
How to Take the Guesswork Out of Pricing
Pricing is difficult. And not just for farmers selling
direct to consumers. Even multibillion dollar
manufacturers of consumer goods can get it wrong,
and constantly monitor the effect of pricing on sales
and revenues. How do you know that you priced your
products appropriately? The answer is very simple:
when your sales and profit/income meet or exceed
your target. This means you need to know your costs,
and identify clear sales and income goals. Without
this information, pricing will remain guesswork.
So where do you start?
This infosheet introduces the “demand schedule,”
a fundamental marketing tool that tracks customer
responses (real or anticipated) to price change. The
“customer value” concept illustrates that price is only
one of many benefit and cost elements in the consumer
purchase decision.
Turning to practical considerations, see how income
goals, along with costs and costing analysis, should
steer your pricing decision. After setting the scene,
the infosheet reviews other key factors to be
considered in pricing, including price communication.
When it comes to pricing, you can’t look at each
product to be marketed in isolation, since some
products are interrelated in the customers’ purchase
decisions. Learn how the knowledge about substitutes
and complements in your product offering can be
used to improve pricing decisions and help bundle
products effectively for price promotions.

This infosheet aims to assist with pricing decisions
in direct farm marketing. It doesn’t replace the deep
experience and insight you have as a direct marketer,
but helps take some guesswork out of pricing and
show how pricing is a means to achieve income goals.
Each section can be read independently, but it’s best
to start with the demand schedule section.

Fundamentals I:
The Demand Schedule
Why You Won’t Lose All Your Customers
When You Raise Your Prices
The demand schedule is a helpful concept to
understand how consumers respond to changing
prices for a given product. To envision a demand
schedule, attach the demand, or quantities sold,
to each price level that you include in the schedule.
Get this information by actually changing the prices
in one or all of your marketing channels and recording
the quantities sold. This information can also be
collected by talking to customers about how they
would respond to price changes. Or you can observe
a marketplace or talk to other producers about
their experiences.
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The Basic Concept
Figure 1 is a demand schedule for product X (could
be a meat product or fresh or processed produce).
It doesn’t matter which marketing channel the product
is sold through, but shows the demand the farmer
has recorded for five price levels.

Price per lb

$2.50

$2.75

$3.00

$3.25

$3.50

Demand (lb)

98

92

81

75

70

$245.00

$253.00

$243.00

$243.75

$245.00

Revenue

Two observations can be made:
• as price goes up, demand goes down
• revenue does not change much, and peaks
slightly at a price of $2.75/lb
All business is not lost from the price increases
because some customers:
• still feel they get value from product X that
is at least as high as the price
• can’t find a seller that provides higher value
than you do with product X

Figure 1: Demand Schedule for
Product X at Five Price Levels

• are not price sensitive
• are loyal and will always purchase from you
• are not informed about the supply and the
prices of product X on the market – they might
be in a hurry and don’t worry about prices as
much as they do about time
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Things That Can Happen
Use the demand schedule to identify interesting trends
in the demand for your products. Look at Figure 2
with a second demand schedule for product X.

Price per lb

$2.50

$2.75

$3.00

$3.25

$3.50

Demand (lb)

98

97

68

60

62

$245.00

$266.75

$204.00

$195.00

$217.00

Revenue

1. There is little difference in demand between
$2.50 and $2.75. There is a price range or
price band where consumers appear not to
be price sensitive. In this band, prices appear
to signal a great value, possibly in comparison
to a benchmark product. If such a price band
exists, this would be an argument to price
toward the higher end of it.

Figure 2: Second Demand Schedule
for Product X at Five Price Levels
Again, demand generally decreases as price is increased,
and revenues peak at $2.75. But this change is not as
smooth as Figure 1, and illustrates three different
market situations.

2. Demand sharply decreases at $3.00. Apparently,
customers view $3.00 as a threshold. When
increasing prices to or above such a threshold
– which in most cases cannot be predicted –
the question is whether the drop in demand
will persist or whether demand will recover at
least partially as time goes on.
3. Demand appears to recover at $3.50. This can
actually happen when consumers perceive
prices to be indicators of quality. Here, your
communication (advertising, promotion,
education activities and direct communication)
with consumers can influence their perceptions
and understanding of the link between price
and quality.
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Fundamentals II: The
Concept of Customer Value
While the demand schedule focuses entirely on changes
in price without changes in quality, the customer
value concept stresses that pricing cannot be isolated
from quality and service features. There are ways to
create value for the customer. The key to success in
marketing is to find out what current and potential
customers value most and communicate this to them.
This value can be expressed as the ratio of perceived
benefits over perceived costs. The larger the benefits
are relative to cost, the higher the value and the more
likely the customer will purchase from you.
Perceived benefits
(functional, emotional)
Customer value =

Perceived costs
(money, time, effort,
psychological costs)

What is a benefit and what is a cost depends entirely
on the individual customer. To some, taking time to
prepare a meal is a benefit, but for others is a cost.
Benefits can be tangible (e.g. all else being equal,
freshness usually means better taste, better nutrient
value and safer produce) or emotional (e.g. feeling
like they have made the right choice for their family).
As the customer value equation indicates, decreasing
costs will increase customer value. In most cases, costs
are more clearly visible to consumers than benefits,
so reducing cost in the customer’s view will lead directly
to higher purchase likelihood. It is important to note
that price is not the only cost from the customer’s
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perspective. The cost of transportation (including
parking fees at some farmers’ markets) is an important
factor likely to get more important in the future as gas
prices increase. There are also time and psychological
costs that play a role in consumer decision making.

How to Reduce the Cost of Buying
in the Consumer’s Mind
There are a number of ways to reduce the cost of
purchasing while increasing value in the consumer’s
mind. An indirect way is to emphasize the benefits
delivered with your products and services. There are
also direct ways of reducing the monetary, time and
psychological costs.

Monetary Costs
When food costs more, consumers don’t want to
throw it out. But the amount and value of food
Canadian households toss out is considerable. Help
customers reduce this cost by providing tips on how
to store food properly or how to use it after its peak
freshness. These tips provide an emotional benefit
because nobody feels good about wasting food.
Time Costs
For consumers who buy directly from the producer,
the cost of this decision is offset by the benefits they
gain. But time constraints are a big barrier that prevents
many families with busy lifestyles from buying directly
from the farmer. To gain new customers, try to reduce
their time cost at the point of purchase, and after
they get home – provide recipes and product bundles
for a particular recipe, or offer information on how
to organize kitchen work effectively.
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Psychological Costs
These are the opposite of emotional benefits and can
include distrust or scepticism from news reports about
fraud at farmers’ markets. Address these issues by
personal communication with customers, and look
for opportunities for customers to visit the farm and
see for themselves. Reassuring customers that the food
purchased for a special occasion is the right choice helps
reduce psychological costs. Many consumers do not
understand why direct marketing often commands a
price premium over supermarket products, even though
the middleman is bypassed. Explaining that the price
premium is required to stay in business – because
individual farmers cannot compete with the large-scale
retail operations – will help customers understand
your pricing.

What Do I Need to Know About
My Customers?
A customer’s purchasing mindset depends on a number
of internal and external factors. Understanding who
your customers are and what characterizes them is
critical to determining a price point that they feel is
providing value for every dollar spent on a product or
service. Surveying your customers is the best way to
collect this information.
Household income is one of the most important pieces
of demographic information to understand about your
customers when pricing products. Knowing how much
disposable income consumers have can help predict
what they are willing to pay. This information will help
optimize your price point and target products and/or
services to people in the right income bracket –
reducing the time and money you spend on marketing.
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Practical Considerations
in Pricing
The Importance of Costing Information
and Income Targets
Many farmers switch to direct marketing because they
are not earning enough in the mainstream wholesale
marketing channels. But the question to consider is
how much too little you are earning, not just that you
earned too little in wholesale selling. Be honest and
clear about the income you need to earn to achieve
your family’s goals. Use income targets and costing
information for more profitable pricing.
In commodity agriculture, there are two strategies to
increase profits – reducing costs and increasing output.
Farms marketing directly to consumers have and
additional option – increasing price.
Retail price is generally made up of:
• unit total cost of production
• unit total cost of marketing
• net margin or net profit
Understanding production and marketing expenses
is essential to pricing products to ensure a profit
– regardless of the marketing channel. This requires
keeping track of expenses by channel and by product
or product category to understand the profitability
of each product in each channel.
Here is a simple example of one product being sold
in one marketing channel. The numbers used in this
example are not real but are easy to calculate. Table 1
shows the net income calculation and could be used
for planning purposes or reflect actual performance
of the direct marketing enterprise.
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In this example, the wholesale price of cattle serves
as benchmark to indicate what additional income
is generated compared to selling wholesale. Selling
wholesale required less risk and effort than direct
marketing, so you need to know if you earn more
through direct marketing. Here, $14,000 in additional
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income has been generated. For direct marketing
to be profitable, this figure must be more than the
additional time and effort the farmer put into the
enterprise. The additional time and effort, and the
risk the farmer took, isn’t reflected in Table 1.

Table 1: Revenues, Marketing Expenses, Gross and Net Profit for Beef Direct Marketing

MARKETING EXPENSES

REVENUES

Dollar value

Margin

Gross sales of beef at farmers’ market
(10,000 lb sold at an average price of $10/lb)

$100,000.00

Auction or wholesale Price

$30,000.00

GROSS PROFIT (BEFORE MARKETING EXPENSES)

$70,000.00

Slaughter, cut, wrap and label

$14,000.00

Processing

$5,000.00

Labour at farmers’ market*

$18,000.00

18%

Advertising

$3,000.00

3%

Supplies for farmers’ market

$3,000.00

Stall rental

$3,000.00

Trucking (to abattoir and market)

$2,000.00

Accountant and insurance (market share)

$2,000.00

Freezer: cost of ownership and repair

$1,000.00

Debt service (farmers’ market share)

$3,000.00

Other operating costs, e.g. hydro

$2,000.00

TOTAL

$56,000.00

NET PROFIT BEFORE TAXES

$14,000.00

70%

14% (of revenues)
20% (of gross profit)

*Includes packing/unpacking, loading/unloading and driving.
Source: Bob Cobbledick. Getting Control of Your Pricing: On-farm Marketing Controls – Part Four.
Alberta Farm Direct Marketing Initiative, AAFRD.
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is sold wholesale, the costs of transportation for
direct marketing can easily disappear in the
total fuel and trucking cost of the operation.

Whether the outcome is satisfactory, given the hours
devoted to the enterprise, depends on:
• the target income to meet the needs of the family

• Some expenditures can be benchmarked by
expressing them as percentage share of total
revenues. In Table 1, labour costs represent
18% of revenue – a relatively low figure for
staffing a stand at a farmers’ market. In a survey
conducted in 2010, labour numbers ranged from
20% to 40%. At the upper end of this range,
labour costs warrant a closer investigation
because it’s difficult to have a positive net profit
margin with labour costs that high.

• what the farmer views as an appropriate
remuneration for entrepreneurial activity
• what the farmer views as an appropriate reward
for taking risks
In all these situations, farmers tend to undervalue
the entrepreneurial remuneration, and many find it
acceptable that their hourly rate is less than their staff.
If projected or actual profit is less than income
targets, it is time to make adjustments to the marketing
strategy – develop growth strategies, consider
alternative marketing channels or possibly develop
exit strategies.

Selling Through More Than One Channel
If you sell through more than one channel, take a
closer look at product-specific margins in each channel.
Pricing is more complicated since marketing costs differ
by channel, and customer bases also differ in their
willingness to pay or price sensitivity. The example
in Table 1 is extended to Table 2 – to examine beef
and pork marketed through a farmers’ market and
an on-farm store.

Table 1 provides a starting point for additional insights.
• Take all your marketing-related activities and
expenses into account. Leaving out major costs
can lead to overly optimistic expectations for
direct marketing. Transportation costs are often
underreported. If a substantial share of output

Table 2: Comparison of Margins Across Two Products and Two Marketing Channels
Farmers’ market

On-farm store

Beef

Pork

Beef

Pork

10,000

5,000

5,000

3,000

$100,000

$25,000

$45,000

$13,500

$10.00

$5.00

$9.00

$4.50

Production cost

$30,000

$7,500

$15,000

$4,500

Marketing cost

$56,000

$14,500

$21,000

$6,500

Profit

$14,000

$3,000

$9,000

$2,500

14%

12%

20%

18.5%

Units sold (lb)
Revenue
Average price

MARGIN (%)
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Assume the total generated profit ($28,500) is too
small to meet the producer’s income target. One way
to address that is to grow the business. With precise
costing and margin information, it is also possible
to improve the situation by adjusting prices and
reallocating quantities between channels, while
keeping overall quantities constant.
While costs of production do not differ between
channels in the Table 2 example, the farmers’ market
has higher per-pound marketing costs. The on-farm
store generates a higher profit margin, although prices
are lower than the farmers’ market. Knowing these
margins allows the farmer to reconsider how to allocate
product between the two channels with some precision.
For example, if the farmer is convinced that sales
through the on-farm store can be expanded with fairly
small additional marketing efforts – but the farmers’
market is saturated – several pricing adjustment can
be considered.
• Prices at the farmers’ market could be
increased, recognizing that sales in pounds will
go down.
• Sales can be diverted from the farmers’ market
to on-farm store when more consumers can be
attracted there.
• While the costs of production change
proportionately with sales, the exact impact on
financial performance will depend on how
much marketing costs change with sales. But
it’s possible that the margin will increase in
both channels for both products.
There is no guarantee that this change in marketing
strategy will yield the desired results. But predicting
the impact of a change in marketing strategy without
knowing costs and margins is impossible.
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When Costs Are Less
Relevant in Pricing Decisions
Knowing your costs is important for planning,
longer-term decision making and performance
monitoring. But once the decision is made to produce
a particular product, costs becomes less relevant to the
pricing decision. The challenge is to maximize gross
margin. The gross margin is calculated by subtracting
the unit variable costs (covering production, handling/
processing, and taking the products to market)
from price.
Marketing costs are primarily fixed costs – their
magnitude does not change with the sales volume.
Expenses for advertisements, signage, fees or equipment
have often been incurred before the season begins.
These expenses should not enter the gross margin
calculation unless it is to determine whether to continue
at a particular farmers’ market. If the answer is yes,
account for the incremental costs of additional stall
labour, travel time, fuel and stall fees unique to each
farmers’ market.

Pricing of Co-Products
The examples of beef and pork marketing in this
infosheet don’t address one of the hardest pricing
puzzles to solve in meat marketing – how to price
different cuts of meat. This is less of a problem when
animals are sold as whole animals or as sides or
quarters. But many customers prefer the convenience
and choice of buying individual cuts. And when
individual cuts are offered to satisfy customer demand,
some cuts will sell better than others. For example,
selling poultry cuts rather than whole birds often
leaves difficult-to-sell wings and soup parts.
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Customers are often less likely to buy these parts or
cuts because they do not know how to turn them into
a valuable meal. When demand is low, inventory builds
up quickly. A first reaction to building an inventory
of a particular cut is often to put it on sale – but that
doesn’t address the lack of consumer knowledge and
skills and also reduces the overall margin per
marketed animal.
One farmer’s approach to this challenge was to suggest
a particular cut and ways to build a meal around it
when customers asked what he has. This farmer does
not post prices at his farmers’ market stands, giving
him the opportunity to engage with customers.
Another farmer promoted the less valuable cuts and
parts on a weekly basis – he didn’t reduce the price
but offered recipes and information about the cut.
These cuts are usually priced lower than the most
highly valued cuts, so the perception of a rebate is
built in without having to lower the price further.
An additional benefit of this strategy is that the price
gap between high-value and lower-value cuts does not
get too big, so customers don’t question whether the
price for the high-value cuts is justified.

Further Factors That Affect
Your Pricing
What Are Your Competitors Doing?
Understanding your competitors – their type and
location – is critical in making pricing decisions. While
maintaining a sufficient profit margin is critical, the
type of competition you are exposed to limits what you
can do. If there is a clear market leader that consumers
look to for current pricing in the market, you could
follow that lead and price similarly, as long as your
margin is not compromised. If your competitors are
pricing very low, demonstrate a higher value to your
consumers to warrant a higher price. This was
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discussed earlier in this infosheet in Fundamentals II:
The Concept of Customer Value.
A number of farmers are increasingly under pressure
from small-scale hobby farmers who don’t depend
on their agricultural income and undercut prices.
Competing on price with these low-price producers
can be a short-term solution, but is not sustainable.
Famers’ markets generally attract a fixed number of
consumers with a set budget and quantity of food in
mind. These consumers are unlikely to stockpile fresh
produce because it was “cheap” so pricing at a very
low margin won’t likely generate extra sales to cover
the costs of attending the market. Successful direct
marketers sell a high-quality product at a price that
the market will bear.

Pricing in Season
Deciding what to produce and where to set your
base price can be made using costing information
and analysis. Seasonal pricing must also be taken
into account when marketing agricultural products.
With a target average price needed for a certain
product to generate enough income, build in room
for movement during the growing and selling season.
Producers who are first to market with a product can
command a premium price until the supply increases
and competition from other producers puts downward
pressure on the price. As long as prices are reasonable,
consumers judge them relatively, not absolutely. If you
can be first to market in your area with strawberries,
charging a premium price won’t discourage your
customers because you offer the only (or one of the
few) opportunity(s) for fresh local strawberries and
there is nothing to judge your price against. Prices
inevitably trend downwards as the season progresses
and more producers enter the market. This trend is
nearly impossible to reverse – it’s much easier to start
with a high price and leave room to compete later in
the season.
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Knowing the Unique Value of
Your Products – Price per Unit vs.
Price per Meal
Most consumers rank value as an important part
of the purchasing decision, and given a selection of
products will choose the one with the lowest price
per unit. But this is not always the case. When people
shop at a farmers’ market to buy the ingredients for
one meal, they look for quantities for that meal,
so the reference point for assessing the price is cost
and effort per meal. One farmer used the following
example when selling lamb. Lamb chops are an easier
sale at a much higher price per pound than a boneless
leg of lamb – the package contains two chops, weighs
less than a pound, is under $10 and can be cooked
without creating leftovers. In contrast, the boneless leg
is a much better deal per pound – weighs at least two
pounds, costs more than $20, requires pre-planning
and leaves leftovers.

What Is the Value of Unsold Products?
The value of unsold products – including returned
products – is a question to consider because once
a fixed amount of a product is produced (100 lb of
produce) the production costs have been incurred.
If the product is unsold, production costs are lost
and sales that would normally have been made are
non-existent. In the context of pricing, understanding
the cost of unsold products can help determine a
practical price point.
The decision is whether to reduce the price of a product
so it sells and risk decreasing the perceived consumer
value or maintain the price and take the loss for unsold
products. If unsold products have a secondary use
with a relatively high value that covers most of the
production costs, there is little incentive to lower
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prices to move the product. Examples of high values
for unsold products include using the product for a
processed product line or offering products that don’t
sell at a morning farmers’ market in and on-farm
store or roadside stand for the rest of the day.

How Do You Deal with Supply
Fluctuations?
Product availability can be an important factor in
determining the appropriate price level. If harvest
is smaller than expected, how can you capture the
greatest possible value to compensate? One way is to
“risk” selling in smaller package sizes at higher prices,
with an explanation for the higher price (i.e. higher
production costs). A potato farmer used this strategy
in a bad potato harvest, selling potatoes in smaller
packages. This approach usually requires a loyal
customer base to be effective, and an understanding
of the demand schedule.

Should You Reduce Your Price
Toward the End of a Market Day?
Deciding to reduce your price at the end of a market
day requires careful consideration. Weigh the benefit
of higher revenues (and less unsold product) in the
short run against the possible negative effect of
(some) customers expecting lower prices later in the
day and waiting for this opportunity. If the value of
the unsold products is low or non-existent – and will
be thrown away due to spoilage – it might be worth
reducing the price at the end of the day to capture
any last-minute sales that are better than no sales and
lost production costs. It’s also important to maintain
perceived customer value, and not threatening this by
clearing our products for less than the price point
you worked to build value for.
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How Do You Communicate
Prices?

Dealing with High Price
Complaints

Price is often the first thing consumer look for. How
you communicate price is very important, and there
are a few important factors to consider.

Among marketers, the saying goes: “If no one complains
about your price, you have priced too low.” Viewing
a price complaint as a positive is not easy, but even if
someone complains, most of your customers can still
be very satisfied. Some people are always looking for
something to complain about. If no one complains
about your price, you may be at the low end of your
customer’s price band and have room to increase price
without compromising sales. This is where the demand
schedule comes into play again – using the demand
schedule, in conjunction with complaints or price
comments, to adjust your price level.

• When you charge a premium, be sure your sales
staff is educated on the production process and
can describe why the products are superior to
those in a local grocery store.
• Price and quality are often perceived to be
related. Consumers are typically willing to pay
more for product that appears to be of higher
quality, whether the quality is in the ingredients,
the packaging or the story behind the production
of the product. Communicating the link
between quality and price is critical.
• When setting prices, keep the customers’ price
threshold in mind. It’s very important to stress
the value of what consumers are getting for the
price they are paying.
• Publicizing price lists has its advantages and
disadvantages. It gives consumers information
to compare and contrast value. But public price
lists require continuous updating and expose your
pricing strategy to your competitors – giving
them the opportunity to respond strategically.
Choosing how and where your prices are displayed
is important to the perceived customer value. This
goes for regular prices as well as special offers and
promotions. Always highlight the great value your
customers are getting.

Particular Relationships
between Products
Farmers typically produce and market more than
one product. The selection you offer can affect your
consumers’ purchasing decision. Are you offering
products that complement one another or compete
with one another? These relationships affect your
pricing decisions.

Substitutes
Substitutes are products that can be used
interchangeably by the consumer. For example,
different types of salad greens would be considered
substitutes. Decreasing the price of one should
increase sales of that item while decreasing the sales
of other similar products. This concept can be used
to clear inventory when you have too much of a
certain product, especially perishables.
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It’s important to know substitutes exist among your
product offerings and price them with this relationship
in mind. Be careful when increasing product offerings
– adding substitute products may not increase sales
because customers are simply buying a new product
instead of an older one.

Complements
Complements are products that go well when
consumed together. The idea is that reducing the price
of one item – that’s complemented by other products
in your offering – will increase demand for the main
item and the complementary products. Remember
to identify complementary products when offering
an incentive – to increase demand for two or more
products by decreasing the price for just one product.
With complementary products, loss leaders are often
used to increase overall sales by decreasing the price
of a single product. For example, pricing a high-value
product like steak below the average market price will
encourage additional sales of steak but won’t increase
the gross margin. To take advantage of this loss leader,
install a display near the low-priced steak that includes
complements such as barbeque sauce, baked potatoes,
paper plates and cases of pop at regular price. The idea
is two-fold. Customers feel they have saved money
on the steak and can justify spending more on
complements they may not have purchased otherwise.
And, meal planning is made easier when customers
can now pick up everything they need for a barbeque
dinner in one place.
This approach works for grocery stores and other large
retailers, but may not be a good decision for small-scale
direct marketers. To be effective, loss leaders must be
widely advertised, drawing in customers who would not
have entered the store otherwise. For small producers,
it is difficult to attract a high volume of new customers

Info Sheets

and stay within their marketing budget. In many cases,
a loss leader at a farmers’ market or on-farm store may
simply erode the margin on that item and not generate
enough additional sales to be worthwhile.

Product Bundles
Offering two or more products for a single, discounted
price – called product bundling – restricts customer
choice in the purchase decision. People might ask why
products are bundled in pricing and why they can’t
get the rebate without bundling or when bundling
differently. Bundling requires extra effort to convince
the consumer there is value in purchasing the bundle.
There must also be a clear benefit to your operation.
If you excess supply of one product and want to increase
sales of it, introduce a new product and have people try
it without spending less on their regular purchases.
Prepackaging products in certain weight or volume
ratios can reduce the amount of time needed for selling
and simplifies calculating the benefits of bundling.
If you have excess supply of one product, find a recipe
that uses it and other products. Offer the products in
a bundle at a price that is less than if they were sold
separately and give the recipe with the bundle.
Bundling can save customers the work finding a recipe,
and gives them confidence that they can create a great
meal with your products.
If you are selling complementary products with
different profit margins (e.g. meat and vegetables),
selling the product with the higher profit margin on its
own is typically more difficult. Bundling can address
this problem – offering the products as complements in
a bundle at a lower price than when sold individually.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Info Sheet:
Selecting the Right Marketing Channel
Once the decision is made to engage in direct
marketing, it’s time to choose which market channel
(or combination of channels) to use.
Marketing channels are divided into two groups – direct
and non-direct. Direct marketing means the producer
sells products directly to the end user, non-direct
marketing means products are sold to a buyer who
is not the ultimate consumer. There are a number of
basic direct marketing models/channels to consider:
• pick your own
• on-farm market and/or roadside stand
• farmers’ or weekly market
• delivery services/online store

Pick Your Own
For this channel to be successful, you must be
comfortable and enjoy having people on the farm
property and in your fields. Getting the people to the
farm is the second hurdle – location and accessibility
must ensure it is easy to find your farm and get to
your fields. Pick your own is a cost-effective way to
expand direct marketing efforts, and relies on word
of mouth and advertising of your location and crops.
Bad weather and shorter than usual crop seasons can
present problems, and some farmers identify the
problem of some customers only picking the best and
biggest produce for their baskets. What’s left behind
often spoils in the fields unless it is picked and sold
through other channels.

• Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)
• local restaurants that communicate the farm
of product origin to consumers
Deciding on the appropriate channel depends on the
size and scale of the farming operation, number of
years of operator experience, the demographics of the
surrounding area, the location and accessibility of the
farm, and preferences of the farmer. It’s important
to understand each channel along with its benefits,
challenges and opportunities, as well as the volume
of production required to fill the demand within
each channel.

On-Farm Market and
Roadside Stand
Like Pick Your Own operations, the on-farm market
or roadside stand also requires you to be comfortable
with people on your property. An easily accessible
location helps establish repeat customers. Some
problems identified with this channel are consumer
turn-out, theft and inconsistent availability of stock.
Self-serve stands often entice drive-by customers,
with strawberries, sweet corn, tomatoes, peaches and
pumpkins working well to attract attention. Additional
information is available from the Ontario Farm Fresh
Marketing Association www.ontariofarmfresh.com
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Farmers’ or Weekly Markets
Many consumers and farmers believe farmers’
markets bring higher profits. But what many people
forget to consider is the high labour costs and low sales
volumes. Evaluate the sales and earnings from the
market, and consider the time and labour required
to prepare for the market. Additional information
is available from Farmers’ Markets Ontario
www.farmersmarketsontario.com

Delivery Services/
Online Stores
The biggest hurdle for this channel is overcoming the
high distribution and fuel costs. Consumers appreciate
the convenience of this option and are often willing
to pay slightly higher prices. A subset of the market
appreciates the ease of shopping online and having
purchases delivered to their door, while others want
the experience of visiting a market or farm stand to
see produce before they buy. Word of mouth and a
reputation for consistently delivering quality produce
to consumers is key. An online store ensures the
consumer has paid for the product before it leaves the
farm. Establishing an easy-to-use online payment system
and delivery method will ensure consumers remain
satisfied with their purchase and come back for more.

Info Sheets

Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA)
Just like farmers’ markets, CSAs have seen a growing
popularity with farmers and consumers. Consumers
are looking for quality food options and farmers for
consistent returns and profits. Typically, consumers
purchase shares of the farms produce and either receive
boxed (pre-packaged for the member and contents
chosen by the farmer) or free-choice shares (member
takes a variety of produce in the amount they choose).
CSAs require a large variety of crops and long
production times to meet the demand, with many
programs running for up to 25 weeks throughout the
growing season. The biggest benefit of this marketing
channel is the farmer is paid in advance of the season
and goes in to peak times confident of their return on
investment. Consider how products will be packaged
as the choice of packing could impact costs. Reusable
plastic crates can be packed, stored, transported and
then returned the following week to be reused by the
consumer. There is an upfront cost to these crates, but
if taken care of, can be used for more than one season.
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Local Restaurants that
Feature Local Farm Products
Having your products featured in local restaurants
is a terrific way to increase exposure and consumers’
experience with your product. It allows consumers
to taste your product expertly prepared, markets your
farm to a wider audience and helps create a brand
image and reputation for your product. Be sure your
product is placed in establishments that meet your
criteria for quality. Chefs will appreciate having access
to a consistent stream of quality products, but may
also appreciate the product being delivered to the
restaurant. Factor in distribution costs and establish
a relationship with the restaurant/chef in the event
that prices will need to be increased. A long standing
relationship with a restaurant will require open
communication and consistent quality.

Info Sheets

A clearer understanding of the various direct marketing
channels will help you select a marketing channel,
or the combination of channels, that best suit your
operation. Take a good look at the existing size, scale
and level of expertise of the current operation. When
in doubt, start slow and small and incrementally
work your way up to a more sophisticated marketing
channel operation.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Appendix I:
Collecting Data about Your Own Operation and
Removing the Mystery from Your Business –
Example Templates
Conducting business research is a continuous process
that helps answer questions or problems you are facing
within your business. Once the problem has been
determined, the next step is collecting data needed to
solve the problem. A considerable portion of direct
marketing costs is the time spent by the farmer, family
members and hired labour on direct marketing
activities. The challenge is to organize data collection
into daily routines and make time for it. Data can be
collected in several ways.

Daily Logs/Journals
Everybody involved in direct marketing keeps a
journal, tracking major activities and time spent on
them during a day. This seems simple to do, but
requires organization to make it part of daily routines.
Set aside a short time period (5 to 10 minutes) twice
a day – around lunch and at the end of the day –
to record major activities. Be clear in what is recorded
– activities by channel and the level of precision required
(e.g. recording time to the nearest five minutes).
This approach does not need a fully structured plan
for collecting information, but the transfer to data
analysis may take some work if entries are not fully
clear or channels or activity categories are not clearly
defined before.

Using Standardized Data
Collection Sheets
If you are trying to solve a particular problem, clearly
identify the different types of activities to be recorded
before data collection. Use a data entry sheet that
makes it easier for everyone involved to enter the
information for data collection. This approach requires
more effort prior to data collection, but the benefit is
that data entry sheets contain clear instructions and
data transfer for analysis takes less effort, compared
to using daily logs. There are the same challenges with
organizing data collection. Making it part of a daily
routine produces the highest quality of data. Plan to
transfer data analysis into summary sheets or
spreadsheet software at least once a week to quickly
address any issues that arise. If data was recorded in
the wrong column or row, it is easier to correct within
the week than within a period of four weeks.

Electronic or Pencil and
Paper Data Collection
A few farmers have reported that they record data in
electronic format – directly into computer software
or an application for a smart phone or other hand held
device. This is a technical issue that depends on
particular circumstances, such as how tech savvy the
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person in charge of data collection is. To reduce the
risk of losing data that is recorded on paper, collect
data electronically or ensure data collection rules
are enforced.
Data collection always requires determining where to
place the data collection devices. There is no golden
rule about what works best. Data collection devices
should be:
• where the risk of loss is small – staying in
one location rather than moving with the
individual person
• where the data collector is reminded every day
to enter the data – for the operator and family
members this may be in the office (assuming
is it used daily during the season) or in the
on-farm store, for hired workers it should be
a central location where they gather or stay a
bit longer at least once a day
Data collection practices are shown with example
templates designed and used by six different producers.
The following log sheet examples were printed on
individual sheets and information collected was later
entered into spreadsheet software for further analysis.
For anonymity, no specific information is included in
examples. Log sheets are provided as sample templates
to consider when designing data collection for your
operation.

Appendices

• Farm 1 – Poultry Operation
• Farm 2 – Dairy Operation
• Farm 3 – Is Attending a Farmers’ Market Viable?
• Farm 4 – Comparing Farmers’ Market to CSA
• Farm 5 – Costing Analysis for Direct Farm Sales
and Farmers’ Market Pricing for a Beekeeper
• Farm 6 – Direct Marketing vs. Wholesale
Performance Analysis

Farm 1 – Poultry Operation
Farm 1 wanted to identify the costs of their operation
by each marketing channel they use. They ensured that
information collection was being conducted by the
correct individuals. For example, for data focused on
slaughtering costs, data collection sheets were placed
in the area most appropriate near the loading area.
The two log sheets focus on the time it takes for the
entire process of having a product delivered to market.
This operation has focused on their top three products
for the first sheet – the products they were most
interested in. Sales within each channel have been
collected for analysis. The sheets were completed
weekly over a period of six weeks.
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1-1: Log Sheet for Calculating Bird Processing Costs
Week: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Record information
Activity

Product A

Product B

Product C

________________________

________________________

________________________

A: Wage rate per hour – $/hr
B: Arrange (with processor/catchers) – min
C: Catch and load truck (total work hours: number of people
times hours it takes to catch and load truck) – hr
D: Return trip to processor, including unloading – min
E: Round trip distance to processor – km
F: Number of trips for “full circle”*
G: Number of animals per shipment
H: Rate per km (e.g. truck with trailer: $0.50-$0.65,
van: $0.45) – $/km
I: Average carcass weight of whole bird – kg
J: Average weight of final product per bird that has been
further processed – kg
K: Slaughter cost per bird – $/kg
L: Average processing cost (after slaughter) per bird – $/kg
*Number between 1 (ideally, when birds are delivered, processed products from previous delivery are picked up) and 2
(separate trip is always required to pick up processed product) – e.g. 1.5 would indicate that with every other delivery of birds
for slaughter, processed products from previous delivery can be picked up.

Calculate slaughter costs per whole bird

Calculate processing cost per average weight
of processed products

Line K ÷ Line I = _______________________________________________________________

Total cost (Line K + Line L) ÷ Line J = __________________________
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1-2: Log Sheet for Staff Time for Retail Sales and Marketing
Week: ____________________________________________________________________________________
When using this log sheet for one week’s records, enter time for one activity in the same field for different days
of the week.

Time (to the nearest five minutes)
Activity

Channel/
Outlet A

Channel/
Outlet B

Channel/
Outlet C

Channel/
Outlet D

Channel/
Outlet E

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

Staffing retail locations
(e.g. farmers` market stand;
on-farm store, roadside stand)
Pack into/take out of freezers;
sell to consumers outside
on-farm store hours
Sales call/personal meeting
Delivery and transport to
retail location other than
on-farm store
Other
TOTAL TIME
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1-3: Log Sheet to Record Sales Quantity and Revenue
Week: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Product

Channel/
Channel/
Channel/
Channel/
Channel/
Outlet B
Outlet C
Outlet D
Outlet E
Outlet A
Sales Quantity Sales Quantity Sales Quantity Sales Quantity Sales Quantity
& Revenue
& Revenue
& Revenue
& Revenue
& Revenue
______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
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Farm 2 – Dairy Operation
barn activity, processing activity and on-farm store
selling – to provide a clear image of which activity
type takes longest. This information will help solve
problems about which products require the greatest
amount of time.

Farm 2 was interested in collecting data to conduct
a costing analysis for processing and marketing. The
data recorded on the sheets is the how long (in minutes)
it takes to complete each task for each product.
Activities have been broken down into three stages –

2-1: Log Sheet for Processing-Related Activities
Week: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Time (to nearest 5 minutes)
Activity

Product A

Product B

Product C

Product D

Product E

Product F

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Barn activity – feeding
Barn activity – milking
Barn activity – cleaning
Processing activity –
pasteurizing
Processing activity –
product creation
Processing activity –
packaging
Processing activity – cleaning
On-farm store activity –
selling/sampling
On-farm store activity – tours
On-farm store activity –
cleaning/stocking shelves
TOTAL TIME
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Farm 3 – Is Attending a Farmers’ Market Viable?
Farm 3 wanted to determine if attending a specific
farmers’ market with multiple products would be
worth the investment of time and financial resources.

Each product taken to the market requires a log
sheet and should be completed every time a market
is attended.

3-1: Log Sheet for Produce to Farmers’ Market
Date: _____________________________________________________________________________________
Complete one log sheet for specific each product e.g. carrots

Activity

Time (to nearest 5 minutes)

Harvest/pick
Cull/grade/sort/wash
Bunch/bag/package
Pack boxes
Load boxes/produce on truck
Driving time (roundtrip)
Unload boxes/produce from truck
Sell (weigh, explain to customers, change money)
Pack up unsold produce, load truck
Unload unsold produce
TOTAL TIME

Keeping Track of Produce Quantities
Record the following information to track produce quantities:
• units harvested – product units, ¼ bed or
three rows

• units returned – bunches, baskets or boxes
(units that can be quantified)

• units to market – bunches, baskets or boxes
(units that can be quantified)

• final destination (of returned produce) –
kitchen, storage, compost, etc.
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Farm 4 – Comparing Farmers’ Market to
Community Supported Agriculture
To determine if attending a farmers’ market or setting
up a community supported agriculture (CSA) requires
more time, list all the activities for both channels by
taking a measurement of time. Supplies and materials
must be considered for both as packaging and costs
may vary. Breaking up activities from those strictly

for the direct marketing channel and produce is
important to capture all the components for preparing
to sell to the end customer. A log sheet like this one
should be completed each time preparation for a direct
marketing channel is occurring.

4-1: Log Sheet for Produce to Farmers’ Market – Time Estimate for Typical Trip
Driving distance for round trip (km): _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Activity

Time (to nearest 5 minutes)

Load truck
Driving time (round trip)
Unload truck
Set up stall
Operating time (from set-up to closing)
Pack up, load truck (includes tallying up and checking sales)
Unload truck at farm
TOTAL TIME
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4-2: Log Sheet for Produce to Farmers’ Market – Supplies Estimate
Supplies/Materials (plastic bags, rubber bands, etc.)

Estimated expenses per week ($)

TOTAL EXPENSES

4-3: Log Sheet for Produce for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Delivery –
Time Estimate for Typical Trip
Driving distance for round trip (km): _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Activity

Time (to nearest 5 minutes)

Load truck
Driving time (roundtrip)
Time for customers who pick up at farm
TOTAL TIME
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4-4: Log Sheet for Produce for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) Delivery –
Supplies Estimate
Supplies/Materials (plastic bags, rubber bands, etc.)

Estimated expenses per week ($)

TOTAL EXPENSES

4-5: Log Sheet for Calculating Annual Total Cost of Reusable CSA bags
Information for calculation

Amount

A. Quantity of bags – total number in use/circulation
B. Purchase price per bag – $
C. Useful bag life – average number of years you expect
to use a reusable bag

CSA Reusable Bag Annual Depreciation Cost
Line A x Line B ÷ Line C = _____________________________________ (D)

Calculate the Annual Finance (Interest) Cost of CSA Reusable Bags
Line B ÷ 2 = ______________________________________ x annual interest in decimal form (i.e. 5% is 0.05) = _______________________________________ (E)

Calculate Annual CSA Reusable Bag Cost
(D) + (E) = __________________________________________________________________________
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4-6: Log Sheet for Tracking Sorting/Washing/Packaging/Packing
per Marketing Channel
When comparing activities by marketing channel –
CSA and farmers’ market – use this type of comparison
log sheet to record activities for each crop marketed
through the channels.

Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA)

Crop
(weeks
harvested)

Example:
lettuce
(4 weeks)

Units
Activity
harvested
(if more than
in “average” one per crop
week
put each
(acreage
in separate
or bushels
row)
or number
of items)
80

Put in plastic
bags

Farmers’ market (report only activities
prior to going to market)

Estimated
Units
Activity
time for
harvested
(if more than
activity for
in “average” one per crop
all units in
week
put each
an “average”
(acreage
in separate
week
or bushels
row)
or number
of items)
15 minutes

20

Put on tray/
in basket

Estimated
time for
activity for
all units in
an “average”
week

1 minute
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Farm 5 – Costing Analysis for Direct Farm Sales and
Farmers’ Market Pricing for a Beekeeper
Farm 5 was interested in a costing analysis to determine
performance in a year. The following budget can present
revenues and margins which allows a basis for pricing

in the future. To capture all of the costing and get
a true performance analysis, incorporate three data
collection logs of receipts, costs and margins.

5-1: Log Sheet for Honey Production Enterprise Budget – Costs
Number of hives: ________________________________________________________________

Variable costs

Costs ($)

$/Hive

Queen purchases

$

Bee purchases

$

Feed – sugar

$

Feed – supplements

$

Medication/medicinal feed

$

Supplies/small tools

$

Services

$

Hired labour, incl. benefits

$

Repairs/maintenance – hives

$

Repairs/maintenance – machine

$

Repairs/maintenance – buildings

$

Utilities and heating fuel

$

Custom work and machine rental

$

Operating interest

$
TOTAL $
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Fixed costs

Costs ($)

$/Hive

Land rent/lease (used for bees)

$

Taxes, licenses and general insurance

$

Professional dues/fees

$

Equipment/machinery
Depreciation

$

Lease payments

$

Depreciation

$

Lease payments

$

Depreciation

$

Lease payments

$

Buildings

Hives

Paid capital interest

$
TOTAL $

Marketing costs

$

Costs ($)

$/Hive

Containers (for quantities sold)

$

Labels (for quantities sold)

$

Transport/delivery

$

Website (annual costs)

$

Promotional material/brochures

$

Purchases for resale

$

Fees, e.g. farmers’ market

$
TOTAL $

$
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5-2: Log Sheet for Honey Production Enterprise Budget – Receipts
Number of hives: ________________________________________________________________

Honey products

Price/kg or lb

Kg or lb sold

1.

$

2.

$

3.

$

4.

$

5.

$

6.

$

7.

$

8.

$

9.

$

10.

$

Total

$/Hive

Total

$/Hive

TOTAL KG OR LB

Wax products

Price/kg or lb

Kg or lb sold

1.

$

2.

$

3.

$

4.

$

5.

$

TOTAL KG OR LB
Total receipts honey

$

Total receipts wax

$

Other receipts
TOTAL RECEIPTS

$
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5-3: Log Sheet for Honey Production Enterprise Budget – Margins
Number of hives: ________________________________________________________________

Information for calculation

Total operation

Total operation

A. Total receipts

$

$

B. Variable costs

$

$

C. Fixed costs

$

$

D. Total production costs (B + C)

$

$

E. Marketing costs

$

$

F. Total costs (D + E)

$

$

G. Gross/contribution margin (A-B)

$

$

H. Net margin (A-F)

$

$

Number of hours of own labour
Production ____________________________________________ hr + Marketing _______________________________________________ hr = ______________________________________________ (I)

Return to own labour
Gross/contribution margin per hours of own labour (G) ÷ (I) ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Net margin per hours of own labour
(H) ÷ (I) = __________________________________________________________________________
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Farm 6 – Direct Marketing vs. Wholesale Performance Analysis
The following log sheets are designed to assist Farm 6
in developing a performance analysis for direct
marketing and wholesale channels. These sheets
capture an operation with multiple products that are
being processed by two different methods. It also

encompasses the costs of marketing and the time a
completed sale requires. The final log sheet reviews
the costs of each of the production methods and the
outputs received.

6-1: Log Sheet for Processing-Related Activities
Collect every two weeks (e.g. rabbit) and every four months (e.g. sausage): ______________________________________________________________________
This log sheet requires rough estimates for a typical or average shipment every two weeks to the depot and every
four months to/from the butcher. Record time to the nearest five minutes.

Activity

Plant:
every two weeks

Butcher:
every four months

Arranging to take the rabbits to the depot
Time (estimate)
Picking up product
Distance (in km)
Time
Vehicle rate ($/km)
Putting batches in storage
Time
Estimated # rabbits shipped/year
Number of shipments per year
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6-2: Log Sheet for Advertising Costs
Record expenses, your own time and the period during
the year relating to the expenses and time. For example,
investing in the website is for the full year.

Marketing activity

Costs

Time

Period

Website
Signage
Marketing events/ networking
Other, e.g. brochures/flyers
TOTAL TIME

6-3: Log Sheet for Staff Time for Retail Sales and Marketing
Two-week time period: ______________________________________________________

Time (to the nearest five minutes)
Activity

Channel A

Channel B

Channel C

Channel D

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

Pack into/take out of freezers
Sales call/ personal meetings/
networking with potential customers
Selling to end consumers (farm gate sales)
Delivery (for channel where applicable)
TOTAL TIME
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6-4: Log Sheet to Record Sales Quantity and Revenue

Product

Channel/
Outlet A
Sales Quantity
& Revenue

Channel/
Outlet B
Sales Quantity
& Revenue

Channel/
Outlet C
Sales Quantity
& Revenue

Channel/
Outlet D
Sales Quantity
& Revenue

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

A
B
C
D
E
F
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6-5: Log Sheet for Recording Animals Delivered, Products Made and Cost of Slaughter

Activity

Week 1
(replace with
actual date)

Week 2
(replace with
actual date)

Week 3
(replace with
actual date)

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

To/from depot
Number of animals shipped
Total slaughter costs
Number of animals received
Number of kilograms or pounds
received
To/from butcher
Number of animals to the butcher
Number kilograms or pounds
received by butcher
Total processing cost
Number of kilograms or pounds
received (ground)
Number of kilograms or pounds
received (sausage)

Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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Appendix II:
Jurisdictional Scan Report on Direct Marketing
Tools and Resources for Farm Product Sales
In 2011, a jurisdictional scan reviewed tools currently
available to help agricultural entrepreneurs make
decisions about direct marketing business ventures.
The review provided a wide range of tools from
general sources to interactive assessment surveys.

Other Resources

To obtain a copy of the jurisdictional scan
report, contact the Agricultural Information
Contact Centre.

www.fmc-gac.com

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
www.agr.gc.ca/index_e.php
Farm Management Canada

Farmers’ Markets of Ontario
www.farmersmarketsontario.com

Links to Additional Resources

Ontario Farm Fresh Marketing Association
www.ontariofarmfresh.com

Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Ministry of Rural Affairs
www.ontario.ca/omafra
Agriculture Business Management
www.ontario.ca/agbusiness
Beyond Production Agriculture Business
Information Bundle
www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/busdev/valueaddbib/index.htm
Starting a Food Processing Business
www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/food/businessdevelopment/food-processing/starting.htm
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Appendix III:
Results of the Data Collection Survey
This section presents the summary statistics of the
first stage of data collection, the entry survey used
to identify direct farm marketing information and
resources needed. It provides an overview of the
recruiting process and general farm characteristics,
as well as insight into marketing activities, record
keeping practices and business planning activities.
The direct farm marketing best practices, case studies,
infosheets and Excel-based calculators are resources
developed to address the needs identified by this survey.

and seven operate on more than 60 ha (150 acres).
The average acreage is 84 ha (208 acres), with a range
of 2 to 485 ha (7 to 1,200 acres) per operation.
Participants were asked how long they had been direct
marketing, to gauge their knowledge. The responses
are summarized in Figure 1, showing that seven of
the 19 respondents have been operating their farm for
more than 20 years.

Figure 1: Years of Operation of Farm
and Direct Marketing

Recruiting and Sample
Overview
The most effective way to reach the farming community
for this project was through newsletters from farmers’
organizations, such as Ontario Farm Fresh Marketing
Association (OFFMA) and Ecological Farmers of
Ontario (EFAO). Due to project delays, additional
respondents were also recruited from farmers in the
Local Food Map of Guelph Wellington Local Food.
An article in Ontario Farmer (January 22, 2011) led
to additional study participants. To date, 19 farmers
have completed and returned the entry survey and their
responses form the database for this report.
After contacting the operators via email, mail or phone,
a personal meeting was arranged to explain the project
and the benefits of participation.
Farm acreage distinguished different categories of
participants – three farms with less than 20 ha (50 acres),
nine with between 20 and 60 ha (50 and 150 acres),

Just over half of participants started selling directly
to customers during the past 10 years, while four
have been selling direct for 20 years or more. With
an average of 15 years in farming and 12 years in
direct marketing, the sample group has farmed for a
shorter period than the Ontario average but has more
experience in direct marketing than the average
Ontario direct marketer given the increased interest
in direct farm marketing in the past 10 years.
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A similar variability was noticed in the range of
products. The three main products by revenue differed
greatly between participants. The sample includes
producers of beef, pork, goat meat, chicken, turkey,
duck, rabbit and lamb. Some farmers also sell livestock
and breeding stock. Goat and cow dairies in the sample
produce cheese, yogurt, frozen yogurt and ice cream.
Among crops, fresh greens, a large variety of vegetables,
potatoes, pumpkins, apples, berries and sweet corn
are produced for direct marketing, as well as wheat,
corn and white beans for selling wholesale. Processed
and packaged food in the sample that contribute
significantly to farm sales, are maple syrup, wine,
honey, bees wax and prepared foods. Four farms also
sell plants –shrubs, perennials and native plants.

Marketing Channels
The marketing channels are divided into two broad
groups – direct and non-direct. Direct marketing
means the producer sells directly to the end user.
Non-direct marketing means the producer sells to
a buyer who is not the ultimate consumer.
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Table 1 shows the number of farmers using the
different channels:
• 13 market products through an on-farm
market or roadside stand
• 9 use farmers’ markets
• 10 sell to a restaurant or processor
• 12 use online ordering, delivery service
and retailers
• Community supported agriculture (CSA),
pick your own, elevators, wholesale markets,
institutions, co-operatives and other marketing
channels (phone orders, drop in, events and
tourism shop consignment) were also mentioned
Farmers typically use one to four outlets per channel.
One of the participating farms delivers their main
product through five distributors to a large number
of retailers, which would increase the average number
of outlets for this channel dramatically. Overall, the
19 farms in the sample market their products through
a total of 51 direct and 37 indirect marketing channels
– or 4.6 channels per farm on average. Not including
the extreme number of retail stores supplied by the one
farm mentioned above, there are a total of 83 direct
and 75 non-direct outlets or key accounts.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Marketing Channels Used
Number of
outlets or
key accounts

1st

2nd

3rd

On-farm market/
road side stand

15

16

8

1

3

Pick your own

4

4

*

1

*

Farmers’ market

10

19

3

4

*

CSA

3

5

1

1

*

Online ordering

8

8

*

*

*

Delivery service

6

22

1

*

*

Catering

4

8

*

*

1

Others

1

1

1

1

2

Elevators

5

7

*

2

1

Processors

7

8

2

*

*

Wholesale market

3

5

*

*

*

Retail

8

518

1

*

2

Restaurants

9

26

1

*

1

Institutions

1

1

*

*

*

Co-operatives

2

2

*

*

*

Others

2

2

*

1

*

Channel

Direct
marketing

Non-direct
marketing

Channel ranking
by sales by farm

Number of
farms using
this channel

*Did not rank as top 3 sales channel.

One of the survey questions asked for the three
channels contributing most to sales. The most
frequently mentioned channel was the on-farm
market – generating the highest revenue for eight

farms, followed by farmers’ markets. Among the
non-direct channels, elevators, processors and retail
stores are important for revenue generation.
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Record Keeping Practices
advertising are less differentiated – available in most
cases “only” for the entire operation or less than half
of the channels. This doesn’t indicate poor record
keeping, as some costs (advertising) are often not
allocated to individual channels. In some cases, costs
may be very low and worth the additional effort of
accurate cost allocation.

When asked about record keeping practices for
marketing activities, participants have more
differentiated records (by channel) for sales in dollars,
sales in quantities and marketing labour cost/time.
Table 2 shows that more than half of the participants
have information on these three areas for the majority
of channels, if not all. Costs of sorting/packing/
packaging, transportation, applicable fees, storage and

Table 2: Frequency Distributions for Record Keeping Activities per Marketing Channel
Number of farmers, knowing the respective figures for the
following number or share of their marketing channels
Record keeping activity

Each
channel

Most
channels

Less than
half of the
channels

Entire
operation

N/A

Dollar sales

11

5

0

3

0

Sales quantities

7

7

1

4

0

Labour cost for marketing

6

3

3

6

1

Sorting, packing, packaging

5

1

2

7

4

Transportation

5

2

1

7

3

Applicable fees

3

1

3

10

2

Storage

1

1

2

11

4

Advertising

3

0

2

13

1
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Table 3 summarizes record keeping practices related
to products. In 16 operations, the dollar sales are

known for most or all of the products. Sales quantities
are also well recorded.

Table 3: Frequency Distributions for Record Keeping Activities per Product
Number of farmers, knowing the respective figures
of the following ranges of their products

Figures

Each

Most

Less than
half

Entire
operation

N/A

Dollar sales

11

5

0

3

0

Sales quantity

8

7

1

2

1

Variable cost

6

3

1

8

1

Fixed cost

6

3

1

9

0

In contrast, questions about variable and fixed cost
pose problems. Most participants answered that they
know these costs for the entire operation, but during
the interviews it became apparent that some
participants used different definitions. Both Table 2
and Table 3 show that only a few operators have full
information of their marketing costs for each
channel/product.

Business Planning Practices
There are several tools to assist in business and
marketing planning. Seven participants use a marketing
chart for each channel/product combination –
tracking the number of sales weeks, average sales
quantity and the average sales price, to arrive at total
sales. Four of these same farmers, plus another, use
the chart for year-end assessment.

Six farmers use cash flow prediction or enterprise
budgets for the products in the planning process on
a regular basis. Three use it for evaluation of major
investments only. Of these nine farmers, six use
enterprise budgets for products. And two of the
remaining eight who did not use cash flow predictions
at all, use budgets.
These results identify two different groups or
participants – heavy and light users of planning tools.
Only one farm reported not using any formal tools
for marketing and business planning. Use of budgets
for marketing channel planning is not widespread.
Three participants use budgets for major investments
and only one does so on a regular basis.
When it comes to other planning tools, one farmer
uses a business plan, and another schedules with the
help of industry publications and by networking with
other farmers.
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Table 4: Frequency Distributions for Planning Activities
Planning tool used

Yes

Regular

Invest only

Marketing chart for planning

6

0

0

Marketing chart for year-end assessment

6

0

0

Cash flow prediction

0

6

5

Enterprise budget for products

0

6

1

Enterprise budget for marketing channel

0

1

3

Other

2

0

0

Another important aspect of record keeping and
planning is the use of information technology (IT)
– defined in this survey as the use of a computer or
the internet. Table 5 shows the frequency distribution

of IT users in the sample, and confirms that every
farmer uses a computer or the internet for one of more
of the listed purposes.

Table 5: Frequency Distributions for Using Internet or Computer
Purposes

Number of farmers

Accounting /record keeping

16

Banking services

12

Searching information

17

Selling output

9

Buying input

11

Advertising

17

Communication

15
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Biggest Challenges and
Success Stories
One of most interesting questions in this study was
about the challenges vendors have had in the past
year. Four of the 19 participants mentioned customer
education is a struggle. Convincing potential customers
to buy the product for the first time, and getting people
to stay on the farm, are also challenges. Three farmers
mentioned price setting as a challenge, especially for
more expensive organic products – indicating a need
to educate customers. Two farmers identified the
following areas as their biggest challenges – having
enough produce with constantly high quality, growing
competition among vendors, effective advertising and
the weather. Farm location, product distribution and
regulations were also noted as problems.
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The successes reported by 12 of the participants were
about their advertising. Some were praised for their
signs, local food map, newsletters they distributed,
sampling at shows or events they organized. Two
farmers reported success stories in consumer education
through writing recipe books and providing tours for
school classes. Three operators said growing their
operations was their main achievement. Two farmers
mentioned that they always sell all the products they
produced. And repeat customers were noted with pride
by one of the farmers.
Information about the authors and project
background used as the basis for this resource
is in the Acknowledgements section on page 1.
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